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99. The region satisficd by' giveh
given in the adjoining figurc.s) Conclusion straitts

S0)= 0-0+1 The root of
the cquation

lies in the

interval (0,).
The root of the

-S(0.5)+ 1/cquation liesin

=- 1375 <othe interal

I0.0.5)
S0.25)=(0.25)The root is in

the interval

(0. 0.25).
T2+ S(0.125) =(0.125) The root is in

-S(0125)+1>0 theinterval

o. 125,0.25).

olvedPaper 2006 sdtr=1>0
|S)=1-5+1

-3<0
U 0.s|S(05)= (0.5)

x+y 10
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2x+3y = 18 Piysics

- s(025)+1
0.234 0

1. The value of current 7 in the circuit will bewhich shows that there 1s no maximum value nt4x + 2
100. The shaded region shows the arcasatisficd

the given constraints.

5. If the input is given between A and C, then the
output at the ends ofR will be

= 0.25

2 2A 1A 1.3A 1
0.125 2A

inp
Required root=Q125 025

(b) 2.1 A

(d)zeroha
(a) 1.7 A

(c) 3 A

2. Two plane mirrors are inclined to each other at
angle 60°. Ray incident on first mirror paraltel to
the second mirror becomes parallel to first mirror

after reflection. Angle of deviation is

(a) 3

(c)990°

0.375
2 C

(0,30)
B (20,20)

(a) fully rectified
(c) AC

(b) half rectified
(4) None of these

= 01875

0 025 0.50 0.751
0.0625 0.2500 0.5625

2y-60 6. f the acceleration-displacement graph ofsimple
harmonic motion of a particle is given, then the
time pericd of the particle will be

(0,0) O (40,0) A
0 (6)60°

(d) 120°

3. The equivalent capacitance of the circuit wil be 4 (ms*)

1.54F
The given function is = 3x + 4 y ipa
AtO(0,0)
At A(40, 0)
AtB(20, 20),
At C(0,30)
Maximum value ofp is 140 at B(20, 20)

=0+1+2/00625 02500- 05625)]
3uF 3uF= 0

= 3(40)+0 = 120

= 3(20)+4 (20) = 140

= 0+4 (30) = 120

K
= 0.125[1+175]
= 0.125x 2.75 1.5uF (b) 3t(a) 2

()4:0.34375 () S(a) 1 uF

(c)9uF

4
1f

the equivalent capacitance between d and 8 s
u, then thhe value of Cwill be

(b)3uF
7. Figure shows four, diagram for the given

sampie otgas. In which case no cxchange of heat

QCcurs with the sampic?

(d) 4uF

2Fde- -
2F 24F

B (a)P
(c) & (d) S

(a) 2 uF
(c) 3 uR

(b) 4AF

(d 6uF
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Bquivuivalent istance of the given circuit is
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18. If the escape velocity 1or a monkeyfromtheThe charge on a particle Y is double the charge

on particle X. These two particles X and Y

after being accelerated through the same
potential difference enter a region of unifom
magnetic field and describe circular paths of
radi R and R, respectively. The ratio of the
mass of X to that of Yis
(a) (2R,/R
(R/ 2R3

9 Ina step up transformer the tum ratio is 1: 10A

A particleof mass mis projected with a velocity
V making angle of 45° with the horizontal. The
magnitude, of angular momentum of theprojectile about the axis of projectionwhen the
particle is at maximumheight
(a) zero ( 2g

28
surface is I1.2 km/s, then the cscape

velocity
fthe elephant is

(a) less than 11.2 Km/s

(b) more than 11.2 Km/s
(c)11.2km/s
(d) None of the above

19. If the sphere of iron is heated, then its
(a) density decreases (6) volume increas
(c) radius decreases (d) None of these

20. If a bar magnet is dropping through the
ring, then its velocity
(a) decreases
(c) remain unaffected (d) None of these

21. The power factor of a good choke coil is
(a) nearly zero
(c) nearly one

22. If two spheres of same masses and radius are

brought in contact, i then the force of attraction

between them will beproportional to

(a)r (b)r (c)Pra) r
23. Capacitors are used for

(a) AC
(c) Both AC and DC (d) None ofthese

24. The ratio of current flowing through primary änd

secondary of a transformers depends on

(a)number ofturns(b) resistance
c) capacitance

wwww.
(b) (m

4N2g
R

(b)(R,/2R2

(d)2R,/R
36. If the moment of inertia of a disc about an axis

tangential and parallel to its surface be I, then
what will be the moment of inertia about the axis(b)R/2

(d) R/6
(a) R

(c)R14 2

29, In a biprism experiment by using light of (a)
velength 5000 A, 5 mm wide fringes are

obtained on a sereen 1.0 m away from the

oherent sources. The separation between the two horizontal component of earth's magnetic tield

tangential but perpendicular to the surface?
resistance of 200 2 connected across the copper T

secondary is drawing a current of 0.5 A. What
is the primary voltage and current?
(a) 50 V, 1A

()25 V, 4A
10. Dimensions of e are

a) [MLTA]
()[M'LTA*]

(6) increases

b) 10 V, 5A
(d) 20 V, 2A

31. The magnetic needle of a tangent galvanometer
is deflected by an angle 30° due to magnet. The

(6) exactly zero coherent source is
is 034 x 10T along the plane of the coil. The

intensity of magnetic field of magnetis
(6) 1.96x 10 T

(d) 1.96x10 T

(d) exactly one. (6) 0.1 mm
(d) 0.01 mm

(a) 1.0 mm

(c) 0.05 mm

30. The power of lens used by a sShort-signted person e (c) 1.96x 10 T
is-2D. Find the maximum distance of an object,

which he can see without spectacles.

(a) 25 cm
(c) 100 cm

(b) [MLTA]
a[MLTlA] (a) 1.96x 10T

11. Dimensions ofare 38. A coil of resistance R and inductance L is
connected to a battery of emf E volt. The final

(a)IT1 ()IT ()T) (b) 50 cm
CurTent m the coil is

(b) DC (d) 10 cm
(a) ETR (6) EIL12. The unit of magnetic moment is

(a) A-m (b) A-m (c) A -m' (d) kg -m

13. In SI system the unitof dipole moment is

2(a) C-m b) C-m ()C/m* (d) C/m

31. Kirchhoff's first law (i = 0) expresses the

EIRE) R+E)Conservation of
(a) energy
(b) charge 39. The refractive indices of violet and red light are

1.54 and 1.52 respectively. If the angle of the

prism is I0, the angular dispersion is

(a) a02
(c) 306

40. The focal lengths of the objective and eye-piece

ofa telescope are respectvely 100 cm and 2 cm.

The moon substends an angle of 0.5° at the eye.

If it is looked through the telescope, the angle

subtended by the moon's image will be

a)100°
() 25

14. Electron volt is a unit of (d) inductance (C) momentum
(a) potential
(c) power

15. Which of the following can be written as
kg-mAT
(a) Inductance
) Capacitance

16. If the frequency ofKa, X-ray of the element of

(b) charge
(d) energy

3(d) None of the above rarte025. A proton, a deuteron and an o-particle bavng me

same momentum, enters a region of uniiom

electric field between the parallel plates 0r

capacitors. If the electric field is perpendicular
the initial direction of the particles. Then, the rau

of deviations of these particles

(a)1:2:8 (b) 1 :2:4
(c) 1:2:2

(b) 02
() 304 in p-type semiconductors majority charge

carriers are
(a) electrons (6) holess

c)neutronsb) Reactance
(d) Resistance

(d) protons

A1AF capacitance of TV is subjected to 4000

POrCntial difference. The energy stored in the

capacitor is
(a) 8 J

(d)1;1:2 ) S0°

(d) 10
atomic number 31 isS, then the frequency of
Ka, X-ray for atomic number 51 is
(a) 25/9f
(c)9/25f 4.

0Ody inoves a distance of 10 m along a strignt

th of i1s

(b)16J
(d) 2x10 J

26. If a radioactive substance decays 16
41. The temperature of a body on Kelvin scale is

tound to be r K. When it is measured by

Fahrenheit thermometer, it is found to be F,

(b) 16/25
(d) zero

10 J0)
Onginal amount in 2h, then the half-life o

substanceis
17. A bird weighing 1 kg sitting on the base of a

wire mesh cage weighing 1.5 kg. The bird starts
flying in the cage. The weight of the bird cage
assembly will be

(a)1250g (6) 1500 g

(1750 g8

dlnder he action ofa force of5 N. Itthe work

one is 25 J the angle which the force makes W then the value ofr is

ne direction of motion of the body is

(a) 0°

(a) 15 min
(c) 45 min

(b) 30 min

(d) None of these

27. Ifon applying the potential of 20 Vo

itsconductance becomes 8(2), then

(a) 30

(c) 574.25

(6) 313

(d) 301.25
Conductor

(b) 30°CuTent

(c)609 B (d) 90
(d) None of these flowing through it wilI be

(4) 120 A (b) 160 A (c) 90 A (d) 80
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44.

Lenz's law gives

a)the magnitude of the induced cmf
48. A wire is bent is the form of atrinnglenowt42. Two containers of equal volume contain the same

gas at pressure p, and p and absolute

temperature 7, and T respectively. On joining the

vessels the gas reaches a common pressure P and

61. An ideal transformer has 500 turns in the primarycquivalent resistanco R betwcen
itsone

enday and 2500 in the secondary. The meters of the
secondary are indicating 200 V, 8 A. under these
Conditions. What would the meters of the
primary read?
(a) 100 V. 16A
(c) 160 V, 10 A (d) 80 V, 20 AA

62. Sensitivity of potentiometer can be increased by

a) increasing the emfof the cell
(D) mcreasing the length of the potentiometer

wire

the mid point of the side is the dircction of the induccd current

both the nagnitude and direction of the
induced current

common temperature7T.The ratio pi Tis cqualto
(d) the magnitudc of the induced current

b) Ptp(b)T+;)
(b) 40 V. 40 A

RI2 55,
When two bodics collide clastically, then

(a)kinctic energy of the system alone is

conservedn ) PL2*p:7
(b) only momentun is conserved

(c) both energy and momentum are conserved
(d) neither energy nor momenturn is conserved

s5
A satcllite moves around the carth in a circular
orbit of radiusr with specd v. If the mass of the
satellite is M, its total encrgy is

(a)-1/2/
(c) 3/2M

57. A telescope, consisting of an objective of focal

length 60 cm and a single eye lens of focal length

S cm is focussed on a distant object is such a way

that parallel rays comes out from the eye lens. If

the object subtends an angle 2° at the objective

the angle sublended by the image at the eyeis

(a) 10
(c) 50°

B w
R

43. 1 cm of water at its boiling point absorbs 540 cal

ith a volume ofof heat to become steam (c) decreasing the lengh of the potentiometer

1671 cm. If the atomospheric pressure 12 wire
d) None of the above

= 1013x 10 N/m and the mechanical oquivalent 49. Which of the following is incorrec1?
R

(a)Cr1
63. The foilowing four wires are made of same

material and same tension is applicd on them.
Which one will have maximum increase in

of heat = 4.19 J/cal, the energy spent in this

process in over coming intermolecular forces is

(a) 540 cal
(c) 500 cal

44. N atoms of a radioactive eienment emit n-2lpha

(b)C, =

Y-1
(b) 1/ 2M

Y

(b) 40 cal (d) M
lengh?
(a) Length=100Cm. Diameter = I mm

(6) Length=50 cm. Diameter = 05 mm

(c} Length =200cm. Diameter= 2 mm

(d)Length=300cm. Diameter = 3 mm

64. Radius of a capilar is 2x 10m. A liquid of

weight 628x 10" Nmay rernain in thecapillary,

then the surface tension of liquid will be

(a)5x i0 Nim

(C) SNn

(d) zero
(C) (d)C,-C=2R

50. A mass of 20kg moving with a speed of 10mi

collides with another stationary mass of5kg.A

a result of the collision both masses stid

together. The kinetic energy ofthe composie

mass will be

particles per second. The half-life of the clement

Is

(a) (b) -S

0693N
(c) S

n b) 800 J

(d) 1200J

(b)24
(d) 1/6(a) 600 J

58. If the steel bob ofa simple pendulum is replaced

by a wooden bob, then its time period will

tb) 5x 10 Nim
(d) 50 Nim

() 1000 J
45. Two long parallel wires P and are both

perpendicular to the plane of the paper with

distance 5 m between them. if P and Q cary
current of 2.5 A and 5 A respectively in the samne

direction, then the magnetic field at a point half
way between the wires is

51. The electric field between two parallelplatesof

a capacitor is 2.1 x10. Ifa medium is insertd (a) increase

b) decrease
(c) remains the same
(d) first increases and then decreases

65. Iftwo naning forks A and B are sounded together,

they produce 4 beats's. A is then slightly loaded

with wax, they procuce2 beats/s when sounded

again. The trequency ot t is 256 Hz. The

trequency ot B will be

(a)250 Hz

() 260 Hz

between the plates then the electric field

becomes 10x10. Now, the value of dielecnt

willbe
9, An electric dipole is placed along the N-aus at

the origin 0. A point P is at a distance of 20 cm

ron this origin such that OP makes anangie r/

with the X-uxis. If'the electric tield at Pmakes an

ngle O with the v-axis, the value ot O would be*

(a) 2

(c)4
(b) 3

(d) 5
(b) 252 Hz

() 262 Hz
(a) 3H (b)

52. A ray of light propagates from glass (relr

1ndex 3/2) to water (refractive index =41

The value of the eritical angle is

66. Two wavesare given byM asin (- kr) and

4c0s(a- årl The phase ditference27

46. An alternating potential of frequencyf is epplied
between the two waves is

(a)on a circuit containing a resistance R and a choke
Lin series. The impedance ofthis current is

(a) R + 2L

(a) sin (a) t (d)n/2()R/8
67. Periodof oscillattonof mass atached to a spring

and pertormming SHM is7. The spring is now cut

into four equal pieees and the same mass attached

to one piece. Now, the period of its simple

harunonie oscillation is

() sin () (0)tan
(C) sin(c)VR+ (d) R+21L

53, An electric heater of sistance 62 is run for
ne Wavelength of light in twotiquidsxand yare

A and 7000 A, theu the critical angle ot x

relative to ywill be
(a)60

60,
47. There is avoltmeterin a circuit. In order to triple

its range, 1the resistance of hownuch value should in on,120 V line. The energy liberlcein
this

period of time is

(a) 7.2x 10
(c)43.2x 10J

be used? (b)T4 (e)T/2(d)T
(a)2

(a) 2R

(c) 3R
(bR/2
(d) 4R

(b) 14.4x10°'

(d)288x10"
(b) 45 () 30,()15

ww
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76. The maximum wavelcngth of radiati.

producc photoclcctric cffect in

200 nm. The nmaximum kinctic ener

tionthat
tartain

metala
Chhattisgarh PET Solved Paper 2006 7

ical ball of radius R is faling in a viscous
83 of viscosity n with a velocity v. The

08. An electron makes a transition from orbit n =4

to the orbit n =2 of a hydrogen atom. The wave

number of the emitted radiation (R=Rydberg's

Constant) will be

by clectron due to radiation of waveleui
rctarding viscous force acting on the spherical

nm will bec

(b) 6.2 ev
(d) 200 cV

(a) 12.4 cV

(c) 100 eVV

77. The material of wire of potentiometcr is

(a) copper

(c) manganin

78. A liquid cools down irom70°Cto60°C ins
The time taken to cool it from 60°C to Cwil
be

ball i
a)dircctly proportional to radius R but

inverscly proportional to velocity v

b) dircctly proportional to bothradiusR

to vclocilyV

(a)3R 6

69. A uniform rope of length / lies on a table. If the

coefficient of friction is u then the maximum

length , of the part of this rope which can

overhang from the edge of the table without

sliding down is

and(b) stecl
(d) aluminium

(c) inversely proportional to both radius R

and velocity v

(d) inverscly proportional to radius R but

directly proportional to velocity v

84. Even Carnot engine cannot give 100%

efficicncy because we cannot

(a) prevent radiation

(b) find ideal sources

(c) reach absolute zero temperature

d) eliminate friction

85. The work function ofa substance is 4.0 eV. The

longest wavelength of light that can cause

photoelectron emission from this substance is

approximately
(a) 540 nm

(c) 310 nm

(a)cot b) cos6 (o) tan6 (d)sin
89. IFe, is the inversion temperature, 0, is the neutral

temerature, 9, is the temperature of the cold

jurction for thermocoupie, then
(a)9, +9, 9,

3(a) /p
H+1 (a) 5 min

(b)8,-9.=29,70. The magnetic flux linked with a coil at any

instant i is given by o= 5t°-100 + 300 the emf

ainduced in the coil afiert= 2s is

(b) lesser than 5 min

(C)greater than 5 min

(d) lesser or greater than d min depending upon

the density of the liquid

79. There are 50 turns of a wire in every cm length of

a long solenoid. If 4 A current is flowing in the

solenoid, the approximate valuc of magnetic

field along its axis at an intermal point and at one

end will be respectively

(a) 126x10 Wb/m* (b) 12.6x 10Wo/m
6.3x10 Wb/m

(c) 25.1x10 wb/m (d) 25.1x 10 Wb/m

126x10 Wb/m*

80. Monochromatic light of frequency 5x 10" H2

(d)9-0,= 20,

90. Speeds of two identical cars are u and 4u at a

specific instant. Theratioof the respective distance

in which the wo cars are stopped in the same time

(a) 1:

(a)-40V
c) 140V

(b) 40V
() 300 V

71. An ideal heat engine working between

Lemperature 7, and 1 has an eificiency n. the

new eficiency if temperature of both the source

and sink are doubled. will be

)4 (c) :8 ) 1:16

91. Before using the tangent galvanometer, its coil is

set up i

(a) magnetic meridian

(D) perpendicular to mragnetic meridian

(C) at angle of 45° to magnetic meridian

() it does not require any setting

(b) 400 nm
(d) 220 nm

(d) 3n(a)n/2 (b)n
72. A 50 g bullet moving with velocity 10 m/s sturikes

a block ofmass 950g at rest and gets embedded

into it. The ioss in kinetic energy will be

(a) 100% () 95% (c) 5%

2 25.1x 10 Wb/m

86. A particle of charge - 16x 10" C moving

with velocity 10 ms along the X-axis enters a

region where a magnetic field of induction Bis

along the Y-axis and an electric field of

magnitude 10" V/m is along the negative

Z-axis. If the charged particle contunues

moving along the X-axis, the magnitude of B is

(a) 10 Wbm

(c) 10'wb/m

12.6x10 Wb/m

92. Which of the following plots may represent
(d) S0%

reactance or a senes LC combnation?
travelling in vacuum enters medium of refractive

index 1.5. Its wavelength in the medium is

(a) 4000 A

(c) 6000 A

73. The sun radiates energy in all directions. The

average radiation received on the earth surface

from the sun per second is 1.4 W/m'. The

average distance between sun and earh is

15x 10 m. The mass lost by the sun per day

(a) 4.4x10"° kg

() 3.8x 10" kg

74. Every gas behaves as an ideal gas
(a)at high temperature and low pressure

(b) at low temperature and high pressure
(c) at normmal temperature and pressure
(d) None of the above

75. In an AC circuit, the curTent is given by
5sin (100-t/2) and the alternating potential
is V=200sin (100) volt. Thepower Consuned in

(b) 5000 A

(d) 5500 A

(b) 10' Wdm

(d) 10Wdm
81. The vector form of Biot-Savart's law for 3

current carrying element is(b) 7.6x 10"kg
(d) 3.8x 10kg

(a) dB-Ho idlsin o

4T

81. If N, is the original mass of the substance ot

half-life period 7, = 5 yr, then the amount or

substance lett atter 15 yris

(b) dB = Hidlxf

(C) (d) d

C) dB = Ag idl x f
4T

(a)
(d) dB = Fo u

4nr 93. Three kdentical capacitors are connected together

ditferently. For the same voltage to every

combinataon the one that stores maximum energy

(6)
n

82. The potential energy of a body is E

U= A - B* (where x is the displucemey

magnitude pf force acting on the parlci
which akes an angle 0 with a large chargeu

(a) the three in series

(6) the three in parallel

(e) rwo in series and the third in parallel with it

(d) twe in parallel and the third in series with it

A Charged ball 8 hangs from a silk thread d
(a) constant

the circuit is
(a) 20 W
(c) 1000 WW

(b) 40 W
(d) zero

b) proporfional to x
(C)proporional to
(d) proporntional to |/x

icting sheet P, as showa in the tigure. tn
ce charge density a of the sheet

proportional to
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8.

Blood sugar is

(a) fructose

(c)
haemoglobin

Lactose sugar is formed from

(a)
d-galactose

(b) d-glucose

(c) d-galactose and d-glucose

(d) d-glucose and d-fructose

(a)B Aasame forA,
andc94. Each resistance show in the circuit is of 10

The equivalent resistance between the points A

and Y is

(c) A ) B and C

97. A kilowatt hour is equal to'

(a) 3.6x 10°PJ

(c) 3.6x 10' J

98. Wire P and have the same
stance

ordinary room) temperature. When

resistance of P increases and that of
We conclude that

(a) P and 2 are conductors of diferent

(b) maltose
(a) glucose

15. Baeyer's reagent decolourises, which of thefollowing?
(a) Alkane
(6) Alkene
(c) Alkene and alkyne both
(d) None of the above

16. When MnO, is fused with KOH, a coloured
compound is formed. The product and its colour

ww (b) 3.6x 10 J

d) 6x 10J

oY d heated,XO w. lecreases.
10. The values for all the quantum numbers for 15h

electron of chlorine are

(a)n 3,/=, m= 0, s=-1/2
(b)n = 4,= 2,m= 0, s= +1/2

(c)n = 3,/= 1,m=+1s=+1/2
(d) n 2.7=, m= 0,S= +1/2

11. The IUPAC name of the compound is

CH-[CHls-CH-CH;-CH-(CHa]-CH

(a)KMnO4 purple green (b) KMn04» purple
() Mn,0, brown

17. The type ofhybridisation present in each carbon
of benzene is

materials. (d) Mn,04, black

(b) Pis n-type semiconductor and Q is p-tyna(a) 10 2
(C) 25 2

(b) 20 S2 7
(d) 30 2 semiconductor

a) sp

) 5p
18. Total number of isomers of C,H,,0 is

(b)s
95. A L-R circuit consists of an inductance of 8 ml

and a resistance of 4 2 The time constant of the

(c) Pis semiconductor and Q is conductor
(d) Pis conductor andQ is semiconductor (d) None of these

99. In the disintegration series

a38U X 2Y the values of Z and A

circuit is
CH2 CHCH (a) 7 (b)4 ()3 (d) 8

R a) 2 ms

t(C) 32 ms 101 t (d) 500 s707e
96. Three identical resistances 4,B and C are

36 i8(6) 12 ms to 2eond
19. Vitamin-B2 Containsrespectively will be

(a) 92, 236,

() 90, 234

100. The plane faces of two identical plano-convex

lenses, each having focal length of 40 cm, are

placed against each other to form a common

convex lens. The distance from this lens at which

an object must be placed to obtain a real invened

image with magnification equal to unity is

(a) 80 cm
(c) 20 cm

CHCH (a) Co
20. Nightblindness is caused ue to the deficiency of

(a)B26)A
21. RNA does not contain

CH2 (6) Fe (c) Zn (d) Ca(b) 88, 230
(d)91,234connected as shown in the figure. The heat

3 produced will be maximum in 9
CH2 Cas ()C ()D

B
CH3 (b) adeníne

(d) uracil
(a) thymine
(C) guanine

22. Reaction of dry HCl with acetone gives

(a) aldol

b) chloritone
(c)isopropyl aiconor
(a) None of the above

23. Which of the following is incorrect for radial

A
(a) 7 [B methyl butyl], 9 butyl tridecane

b) 3 5 ethyl butyl], 9 ethyl tridecane

(c) 2 [B ethyl ethenyl}, 8 propyl decane

(d) None of the above

ww-
(b) 40 cmn

(d) 160 cm 12. The correct order of stability of following

carbocation isCell

CH3

Chemistry A
distribution curve?

Node() CH3-CH
(a) 2

(b) 3Ph
1. Ifan organic compound has C=40%, H=13.3%,

N-46.67%, then the empirical formula for this

4. Coordination number 8 : 8 is of
(a) CsCI

() NaCI

2

PhPh (v)CHj-C-CH
CH3

(01)(b) KCI

(d) ZnS
(C) 2

1 0

(d) 3 2
itcompoundis

(a) CHN
c) CH,N

24. If Hconcentration of fruit juice is 3.3x 10.
then its pH will be

(a) 4.8 basic

()4.8 acidic (4) 1.6 acidic

(b) CH,N
(d) None of these

5. Which of the following inert gas is soluo

water?
a) (IT1) >(II) > ()> (TV)

6) (I)> (TII)> (1)> (IV
(c)(1)> (11)> (III)> (IV)
(d) None of the above

(b) 4.8 neutral
(a)

Ar

(b) Ne
(d) Xe

He
2. TEL is

(a)petrol fuel
b) antiknocking compound
(gasoline
(d) insecticide

3. DDT is related to

(a) insecticide
(c) chlorination

AqueoUS
6. Number ofpeptide bonds in dipeptide 15

) 2, f not a(6)
1 o f

.Outermost configurationfor Z= 255
a) 4s,3d
(o) 4s,3d

25. CH,OHNaOH4KOH

14, Tho colour of K,Cr0, in acidic medium 1s

(b) Ss,4dib ts

(d) 4s,3du r In equation given above A andB respectively are

(a) CHI and HCOOK (6) CHI, and CH,COOK

(c) CH, and HCOOK (d) CHI and H

(d) 4

(6)fungicide

(d)florination

7. Cupellation method is used for the extrne
ctionof

i (a) Cu
(c) Na

(b)Ags
(d) Al iiona ()red (6) green (c) yellow (d) pink
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51. Percentage of oxygen in phenol is

(a) 17.02 (6) 15.2(C) 16.i(d) 15
52. Which of the following differs in EAN?

ti a) [Co (NH,),1Cl,
() K, [ZnCIL] (d) K, [Hg,]

33. Which of the following complex neutralises
three molecules of AgNO,?
(a)[Co (NH,),ICl, (6)[Co (NH,);CijCl,
(c)[Co (NH,).CL,] CI (4)[Co (NH,),C]

54. Zn ZnICu"|Cu

IUPAC name or [Pt (NH, ), CI. 1

inc dichloro platinum(1)tAam10 Chhattisgarh PET Solved Paper 2006
35. The correct order of the acidity of follow

26. Formula of washing soda is
(a) Na,CO, 10H,O
(6) Na,COD
() Na,SO, 10H,O
(d) None of the above

27, AgNO gives red colour with etd

amine, chloro platinum (I)
c)chloro diamine platinum (II)

(d) None of the above

acids s
CH,COOH, HCOOH,Cl-CH,COOH

CI (b) K [Fe (CN),].

CHCOOH, F- CH,COON Nylon obtained by the condensation of adipic

*cid with hexamethylene diamineCi
(a)nylon6,6
()nylon6,5

Equation i5 K, 2.303RT7

(6) nylon 7,6
(d) nylon9,7

AH ,nis
Cl

20 (a) NaCI

(C)!Nal

(b) NaBr n

(d) K,CrO, (a) CHCOOH>F-CH,COOH

44.
Equation log 2

(a) van der Waals" equation

(b) Kirchoff's equation

(c) Gas equation

(d) van't Hoff equation

Which of the following is a colligative property?

(a) Surface tension (6) Viscosity

(c) Osmotic pressure (d) Vapour pressure

AK.
Number of a. and B enmitted in the reaction ([Co(en),1* [C(diph),1*"

Cl28. If the value of bond order is zero, then
>Cl-CH,COOH>HCOOH>CH,C00H

(b) F-CH,COOH > Cl-CH,COOH
(a) molecule will bestable

ho(6) molecule wil be unstable
(c) molecule will be in ionic states
(d) None of the above

If the standard reduction potential of zinc
electrode and copperhalfcellis-0.76V and 0.34
V respectively then the emf will be
(a) I.1 V

() 1.34 V

Cl
CHCOOH> HCOOH > CH,COOH

(b) 1.4 V

(d) None of thesecio o1103
29. Which is responsible for the diagonal relation of

lithium with magnesium?
(a) Less ionic radii
(6) High polarising power

() ApprOximately equal electronegativity and

affinity

od) All ofthe above

Cl 55. Which of the following does not show opticaa

15omerisation?
(c) HCOOH>CH,COOH> CI-CH,cOOH

(a)[Pt (NH,,C,]b)[Co (ox),1*
Cl

CHCOOH> F-CH,cOOH
56. Solubility product of pure PbCl, will be

(b)K,4S
(d)K,S

s2Pb*° are,U
(a) 6 and 8B

(c) 60 and 4B

47. A chemical reaction is catalysed by *X"

therefore, 'X'
(a) increases the activation energy

(b) does not affect the equilibrium constant of

CI
(b) 8 and 6B

(d) 4 a and 6ß
a) K, =S
)K, = 108.s

30. Trioxane has the formula

prepared from
(a) formaldehyde
(c) dichloromethane (d) vinyl alcohol

(d) None of the above

36. CO gas obtained by the combustion of 12 mL

butane gas is

(a) 3 mL (b) 12 mL (c) 24 mL (d) 48 mL

it is
57. The expression for velocity constant for the

second order reaction is(b) methanol

(a)k og
37. Calomel is

31. Natural rubber is
(a) Hg,Cl (b) Hg +Hg,C the reaction Sralase (b) k(b) isoprene

(d) None of the above
(a) butadiene tb(©) decreases the enthalpy of the reaction

(d) decreases the velocity constant of the
ta (a-x)

C) neoprene NH2 OH

()k=ta la-x
32. Monomer of polythene is

(a) ethylene
(vinyl chloride

33. Bond order of N, molecule is

(a) 3

(c)1
34. Which of the following is a proper match?

(d) Hg(c) Hg
CI

reaction
(b) propylene
(d) None of the above

48. The half-life of a radioactive isotope is 3h. If the

initial mass of the isotope were 256 g, the mass of

t remaining undecayed after 18 h would be

a)8.0

C
(d) None of the above

38. In an adiabatic process which of the following s

true?
58. The unit of rate constant for second order

(b) 4.0 g ug
(d) 16.0 g

reaction is(b) 2
(d) 0

(b) mol/L
(d)L mol

(b) q = 0(a) g = +W
(c) AE = g

(a)sc)12.0 g
. According, to MOT which of the folloWing 1s

orTect for potassiunm hexa cyano ferrate (I)? 59. Which of the following, on heating with

(a) It is octahedral complex

(0)2 Orbital contains the e of metal

(d)paV=0 Lmol
39. The number of paired electrons in Xe aton

XeF, is ammonia gives urotropin?

(a) Formaldehyde

(C) Acetone

Shape
(6)Acetaldehyde

(d) Benzaldehyde() 4 d) 2
(b) 5

40. Hydrolysis of XeF, gives

(a) 3
(A) 0.115 -0.225
(B) 0.225-0.414
(C) 0.414-0.732

)Triangular
i) Tetrahedral

(ii) Cubic

(iv) Octahedral

For iron, overlapping between empuy

orbitals and ligand orbitals takes place

(d) All of the above
S0, Radioactive hydrogon 1S eriuna) tritium

60. Which of the following statement is correct?

(a) Basic nature increases on increasing pH

(b) Basic nature decreases on increasing pH

(c) Acidic nature increases on increasing pH

(d) None of the above

(d) Xeo
(a) XeO, (b) XeO, (c) Ke0,

41. Zwitter ion is(D)0.732-1
(a) A-i, B-ii, C-iv, D-ii

(b)A-ii, B-i, C-iv, D-i

C) Ai, B-ii, C-i, D-iv
(d) A-i, B-iv, C-i, D-ii

(a) dipolar ion
(6) 1on formed fromaminoacid.{47
(c) internal salt
(d) All of the above

(b) deuterium

(d) para hydrogen)ortho hydrogen
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R2. Rusting on iron nccds

(a) dry air

(b) air and water

(c) distilled water and carbon diozide
(d) oxygen and carbon dioxide

a1, First ionisation potcrntial is híghest for

) Na

(c))Al

84. Which compound is not a lipid?

(a) Lecithin

(c) Cerebroside

acid72. Which onc ofthe 1ollowing is conjugate.
91. Which of the following describes the shape of

61. For the redox reaction

Zn(s)+Cu (0.1M)Zn (1M)+Cu(s)

taking place in a cell, Eet is 1.10 V. Ee for the

watcr in the reaction?
orbital?1,SO, + H,0 1,0 +ISo;
(a) Principal quantum number
(6) Azimuthal quantum number
(c) Magnetic quantum number
(d) Spin quantum number

92. The formula of a phosphate of a metal M, is
MPO,. The formula of its nitrate will be

(b) H,O (e) SO;(d) 1so,(a) H,0
cell willbe 2.303 a0591

F 73. The product of
H and Ol of water will

(a) *', = 10*2

(c)= 10

74. When methyl cyanide is lhydrolysed in t

of alkali, the product is

(a)2.14V

()0.82 V

(b) 1.80 V

(d) 1.07

(b)*, = 1014

(d) *' = 10-10

(b))Mg
(d) None of these

62. CH,+ClU Product

(a) BHC
(c) dichloro benzene (d) None of the above

63. The required condition for an ideal solution is

(a) AH =0

(c)PA P
64. Interionic distance for CsClcrystal is

(6) Lysine fn
(d) Cephalin

(a) MNO,
(c) M(NO,

93. The d-block elements consists mostly ot

(b) M(NO,),
(d) M-(NO,)b) chloro benzene

(a) acctamide (b) methanc
(c) CO +H,O

75. For NaCl, the K, 36mol' L, the mol

85. Which one of the folowing notatíons shows
product incorrectly?

(a) %Cm(., 2n) Bk
(b) B (a, n) }N

(d) acetic acid (a) monovalent metals
(b) all nor-metals

(b) 0

(d) AH>1
(C) elements which generally form

stoichiometric metal oxideconcentration of it will be

) many metais with catalytic properties

94. A mixture contaiing Cu and Ni can be
separated for identification by
(a) passing HS in acid medium
(b) passing HS in alkaline medium
(c) passing HSin seutral medium

() passing H,S in dry mixture

(a)M (b)M ()36 M (d)6M

6 (c) N (, pcaa) a
76. Four solutions A.B,C,D has glucose 0.5 M

65. How many space lattices are obtained from the NaCi 0.1 M, BaCl, 0.5 M and MgCI,0.1 M,then

which of the following will have highest osmotie

(d) Si (d, n) P
86. In the equilibrium reaction2Hl(g) H+L

which of the following expressions is true?

(b) K = 2K,
(d) K =K,(RT}

different crystal systems?
(a) 7 (b) 14 (c)32 (d) 230 pressure?

(a) Glucose
(c)MgCl

77. The nighest boiling point is of
(a) FeCl,
(c) Al(SO4

78. For an ionic crystal of the general formula Ax

and coordination number is 6, the valuc of radius

ratio will be

(b) BaCl,
(d) NaCI

(a) K, = K.

) K,> K,66. Which of the following occurs at anode?

(a) Reduction
(c) Both (a) and (b) C) None of these

67. Parke's process is used for the extraction of

(a) iron
(c) silver

68. The common method of exraction of metals

(b) Oxidation 5. Srongest Bronsted base among the following

anions tS
87. For a reaction ofthe type A + B >procucts, it is

b) CIO

(d) CiO
(a) Clo

(b)FeCl
d) AIC

observed that doubling the concentration of A

causes the reaction rate to be four times as great, (c) C1O
(6) sodium

(d)zzinc 96. Which one of the following is a good conductor

of eiecticity?
(a) Diamornd

(c) Silicen

97. Which one of the following is an example of

nen-typieal ransinon elements?

(a) Li, K Na
(c) Zn, Ca Hs

98. Which of the folowing has zero dipole moment?

(a) CIE

(c) Sif,

but doubling the amount of B does not affect the

rate. The rate equation is
(a) Rate = k[4][B]

(b) Graphite

(d) Amorphous carbonfrom oxide ores is (b) Rate = k[AF

C) Rate = k[AIB] (d)Rate = k[4f[BF

8. In the following, the element with the highest

electropositivity is
(a) copper
(c) barium

89, The reaction

(a) reduction with carbon
(b) reduction with hydrogen
C) reduction with aluminium
(d) electrolyic method

69. The transition metals mostly are
(a) diamagnetic
(6) paramagnetic
(c) neither diamagnetic nor paramagneic
(d) both diamagnetic and paramagnetic

70. Which of the following is an electron deficient
compound?
(a) BH
(c)CH tk

71. Aniline reacts with chlorotorm in ihe presence of 81. Number of jons
KOH to give

(a)phenol
()phenyl cyanide

(a) greater than 0.73

(b) in between 0.73 and 0.41

(c) in between 0.41 and 0.22 tu
(d) less than 0.22

b) Be, Al, Pb

(d) Ba, Ca. Sr

79, Which of the following can be used to con

Ninto"?

(b) cesium
(d) chromium

(6) PC1,

(d)CFC
(a) Deutron

(c)a-particle
(b) Proton

(d) NeutrOn CI-CIl, +l CH,-CH, is

99. n galvanie cell, the salt bridge is used to

(a) complete the cireuit

(6) reduce the electric resistanee in the cell

(c) separate cathode from anode

(d) cary salts foc the chemical reaction

100 Reduction of methyl isocyanide gives

(a) ethylamine

()
dimethylamine

called80, N,O, 2NO,
The unit of K,for the given reactjon

(b) atmosphere"

(d) None of these

the

4) Wurtz Ieaction a 3
0) Kolio's reaction t
C) Sabatier-Senderens reactu
(d) C'arbylaminereacti0

(b) NH,
(d)CCl

(a) atunosphere

90, Unitof tirst order rate coustants
C) atmosphere omper

(b) methylamine

(d) trimethylamine
for

CoNI)A.CIJCi, shown by he

measurement, 1s

(b) nwlL's
(d)s, minete.

he
conductivu

(a) nwl L.s(b) chlorobenzene
(d) phenyl isocyanide (d) (e) mol1:'s

(a)2 (b)4 (c) 3
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6.
How many numbers can be made using the fou

repetition and the number should not be divisible
Mathematics digits 1, 2, 3, 5 suchthat there should not be any

22. A dice is rolled 6 times, if the appearance of an

9. In the interval function logsin

1. Domain of y= cotxis
(a) (o,0)
(C)(0,oo) (d) None of these

2
even number on it is assumed a success, then the

at r(b) (0, 0°)A (0)

probability of getting 5 successis

(a) increasing

(b)decreasingTso
(c) neither increasing nor decreasing

() None ofthe above

10. A cone of maximum volume is being cut :

sphere, then ratio between height of cone and

diameter of sphere is

by 5
(b)24() 12 (d)6

(a)18

17. If r aandy are independent variables, then the

T will be
easingte)

6

2. Range o42sin 5x siüst angle between lines of regression is -(6) 0
(d) 90°

23. n constables are to be arranged in arow.Ifall the

permutation are equally probable, then the
probability of two constables standing together is

(a) 45°

(c)30
18. In a linear programming problem z=2x + y

when Sx+ 10y S S0, X+ y21, ys4 and

x, y2 Ominimum value ofz is

(a) 0
(c) 2

t from

(b)

(d) None ofthesehE 2
arod: (a) b) ()

521RHEE 3 si
(n-1)!

(d) None of these t

3.cos 13.fd)is equalto
a t

(6)1

(d
dx

11. Ifx€R, then lim s cgual to
24. If Sr)= rs rll-)} dr and

1/2

19. A student appears n the test 1, 11, I. Student is

declared pass if he passes any two of three tests.

The probability of the student of pass test I, II, II
(a)e (b)e ()es (d) e

21-t (b)21- io Jesr(lx)}dr, the value of 2 is

12. The locus of the mid-points of the chord of the

circlex+y'=a'parallel to the liney =2, is

(a) circle of radius 'a' "

(b) a line ofslope

x
(a)2
()-1

25. The nth derivative of e* is1-

-3

are p, 4 and respectively. If the probability of

3

(d) 1

2 :7S

4. Ify=sin {cos (sin x)}, then is equal to
dx

student's Success is then (a) e* s (b) 2"ea*
n!

(a)-cos {cos (sin x)} sin (cos x) cos x

:rt(b)-cos {cos (sin x)} sin (sin x):cos x

c) cos {cos (sin x)}sin (cos x) cos x

(d) cos {cos (sin x)} sin (sin x) cos x

(c) circle of centre (0, 0) (a)p=1, q = 0

(b) p 7(d) a line of slope -2

2"(d)-e+
2 (c)2*5

13. Ifu 2i +2j- k and v= 6i - 3j+2k,thenthe

5. lim
cos2(x-1)

* io

(C) P.q have infinitly many values 2Ee
(d) All of the above

26. The differential equation of the equation

y mx*-a*)is
unit vector perpendicular to u and v is

(a)i-10- 18k 20. If A and B are the events for which

(a) exists and it is equal to V21139 t0

(6) exists and it is equal to -v2
() does not exist because x-10
(d) does not exist because lefthand limit is not

equal to right hand limit 3 un

P(A)=P(B)=and P(A nB)= then

4

is equal to

() V473
(7 10j- 18k)i ni 8

4
(a)-

6. If
log (3+ X)-log (3- =k, then the

(d) None of the above (6)3

14. The ratio in which the xy-plane divides thejono

(a,b,c)and (-a,-c,-b) 1s

(a)a:b
(c) c:a

1

value of k will be soi uiy lu tioul e (c)- None of the apove

(a)0
(b) b:«
(d) c:b) ne probability of a student of pass in Mams,

ysics and Chemistry are m,p and

dy art willbe a parabola,if
ldx by +

7. For the function 3x*-8r +12x-48x +25 in

the interval [1, 3]: The value of maxima and

bability

15. If the mean and standard deviation in pro0

binomial distribution are 3 and 3/2 respect

then the probability distribution 1s

SubieceYrobability of passing atleast in one

subject is 75% and atleast in two subjects, is,

(a)a= 0

()a=1
(b)b1
(a) None of these

minima are

(a) 16,-39
(c) 6,-9

8. flx)=x-27x+5 is an increasing function

(b)-16,39
(d) None of these

relaexactly two subject is 40%, then which

relation is correct?

28. )dr is equal to

a-xd )aa)dr
(a) p+m+ c=-= (b) p + m+ c 90

20

2

when
(a)r<-3 (b)l>3 ()xS-3 d)l<3

)(2a-) d (Tt+2a)d

)t m+c= (d) Nonetbf these

10
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sition vectorof themid-point of AB is

(a-2-kra )21+-2k

Í+3- k and 3 - J-3krespectively,
then the2 2 dx is equ

7t ih
*+y+2g'x +2f' y =0touches each other
externally, if
(a) Sg = g'f
c) f'g'+ e' =0 (d) Ss' +g'f=0

S2. The coordinates of the point from which the
ength of tangents drawn on the circles
*+y=1, *+ y +8x +15=0
+y+10y+ 24 0 are equal, are

29. If 1-+1-y=a (r- y), then 36 Jo2-
3 i1i(b)T+ (d)í+-2k (b)Sg=f'sequal toas01 (a) T+ 2 ()2+-k,

(d) None of these()T +1 6, If u, v, W are tnree non-coplanar vect

37. Areabounded bythecurve.xy3x 10= (u+V) {(u-
oil(a)u (VX W)

x (v- w)}is equal to
(6)v-(ux w)
(d) 0

1 X-axis and the lines x= 3,x= 4 is

(a) 16 log 2-13sq unit

b) 16 log 2-3 sq unit

(c) 16 log 2+3 sq unit

(d) None of the above

and

(c) w (u x v)

46. Ifthevectrosi- 3+2k,-i+2jrepre
diagonals of aparallelogram,then its area will be

v21

30. Function fx)2-3, x22
X- is acontinuous a 2 2-

function for (a) 21 squnit (6) sq unit
(a) all real values ofx

6) only r=2
C)only real values ofr, whenx*2
(d) the integer values ofr

31. The numberof real

38. Lines =*3-2-4 0
-k

53. A straight line through the point (2, 2) intersects
the lines 3x + y=0 and V3x- y=0 at the

points A and B. The equations to the line AB so
that the triangle OAB is equilateral,is

a) x-2 0

6) y-2= 0

()x+y-4 =0

ds(a) None of the above

54. The equationof the circle whose centre is (1,-2)
and which passes through the point of
intersection of the lines 3x+ y= 14,

2r+5y=18is

(a)r+-2+4y-20 0
b)x+y-2-4y-20=0

(c) 2V21 sq unit (d)V21
will be coplanar, if

q unit
4

(a) k = 0 or -1
()k= 0or-3

39. Ifg(x)=* +*- 2andgof(x)= 2x-Sr+2

(b) k = 1 or-1
(d)k 3 or-3

47. If ABCD is a parallelogram. AB = 2i+4j-sk
and AD =i+2j + 3k, then unit vector in the

solutionsof

tanr(r+ 1) +sin?+x+1=is direction of BD is

(d) infinite +2-sk) +j-8k)(a) zero b) one () two

69then fx) is equal to

(a) 2x-3
(C)2x+3x+1

032. Jsin rdr is equal to

(a)3r+in4 4sin2x
2

(b) 2x +3
(d)2x 3x-1 V69

8k) ()i-2j+ sk)

48. The coordinates of foot of perpendicular drawn

from the origin on the line formed by joining the

points (-9,4,5) and (10, 0,-1), are

(a) (-3,2, 1)

(c)(4,5,3) d) None of these

49. If OA and OB are the tangents drawn from the
originOto thecirclex+y - 6r-8y+21=0, ()*+ +2r+4y-20-0

40. The equation of the plane containing the line

c
3

msin4x4COS4+C (b) (1, 2, 2)

2 a-x)+ b (y- yn)+c(z- z)=

where ()r++2x-4y-20 0

(a) ax + by, + czj = 0(b6) al + bm + cn = 0

(c) = d) , +my + na,

1m n
then AB is equal to33. Jlogxdris equal to 55. If the direction cosines of two lines are

by(a) 11 +m+n=0 andrepresented
2Im+ 2nl-mn = , then the angle between

these lines will be

(a)xtxlog x+c (b)x log x -x+c
41. Distance between the line

(c)xlog x+C (d)log x+xe (d) None of these

andthe plane 2x + 2y- z = 6, 1

(a) 9 unit
(c)2 unit

(b) 1 unit

u(d) 3 unit
U. Two circles S,=+ y+2g* + 26+G=0

and S, *+ +2g,*+2y+ 0 cut

cach other orthogonally, if

(a)2s +2SS=qt
(6)2g,s-2fJ= G+C

34. Intersection point of fo)= },(2-5)dt and

(c) (d) None of these

42. If(1,1,1), (1,-1, 1),(-7,-3,-5) and (P,2,3)

coplanar, then the value of p will bed
(a) 5

(c) 2

56. If one of the lines represented by pair of straight

line ár y+ 4cy = 0is 3r+ 4y=Q then the

value of cis
(a)1

c) 3

Sx)= J2 dt is

(25 (6) 3

d) None of these
.

b)l
(d)-32

43, Ifaand bare antiparallel, thena bis equ
() 2s8-25fh=

35. The value of lim 2e"is H3
(b) e-1 (c)1-e (d)1+ e

(b)-Jald1(a)1alp o (d) None O(c)0 (d) None of these
(a) e
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Deween the pair of straight line 64. Sin 163 cOs 34+SIn 73 sin 167P is e

(d) None of these

equalto Chhattisgarh PET Solved Paper 200619
b) 1/2 thentiuees 80. The conjugate ofthe complex number 4-3i4 241y+11y= 0is 11. IfmatrixA =

1()1
2sin 6(a)445

(c) 90
(b) 60
(d) None of these 65. Ifp= cos6and dr (6)4 a-261

1+cos6 + sin 0 Sin 0en
25 25

(a)pg 1it
ts(C) g-p=1 (d) g +p 1

ellipse (b)q p=1 d)t26
25

58. Centre

4x+9-16r54y +6101S
(a) (1, 3)

()(3, 2)
59. Eccentricity

4x+ &x +2y+1=0is

of the (c)+261
3b) (2,3)oe

(d) (3,1)
81. Iføis a cube root of unity, then

(1-0+*y+(1+0-} is equal to
(a) 32 }
()-16

82. Ifa line makes angles a, B, Y with X-axis,
Y-axis and 2-axis respectively, then
cos2a +cos 2 B+cos 2y is equal to
(a) -1
(c)-2

66. The general solution the trigonometric en

tan 6 cota is
where 1s non-zero scalar

ab
15

of the ellipse -a ac
b)-32}
(d) 8(a) 6 = nt + a

ab bc=ka*b'c,then k is equal to72.I
ac bc-c

(a)2 d (b) 4 = nt-+
.2E 1sifresyeis

(a) 2

(C)

(6)4
(d)8( 4(c)6 = nTtt (b) 1

(d) 26-3 1
13. If| 4 3i-X+ i, then (x, y) is

20

60. Ifthecirclex + ya', cuts the chord of length

2b from the line y= mx + , then

(a) (1- m) (a +b)E Casd:
(b)(1+m*)(a*-b3)
()(1-m)(a-b) = c
(a) None of the above

L
(d)6 = nt -a 83. The direction ratios of the diagonals of a cube

which joins the origin to the opposite corner are

(when the 3 concurrent edges of the cube are

coordinate axes)

3
67. A person standing on the bank of a river finds

(that the angle of elevation of the top ofa tower on

the opposite bank is 45. Then, which of the

following statement is correct?

(a) Breadth of the river is twice the height of

(b)(1,3)
(d) (0, 0)

(a) (3, 1)

() (0, 3)

74. log,2, log,2, log12 2 are in

(a) AP
(c) HP

(6)1,1,1

(b) GP
(d) None of these

3 3
() 2,-2,1 irsp (d) 1, 2,3

84. The equation of the plane in which the lines61. A straight linex-y=1 touches the parabola

4x atthe points

(a) y=23/2 andx=2-2/2
(b) y= 2+2N2 andx = 3t 2/2

()y= 2+3/2 and x= 2+2/2

the towe
b) Breadth of the river and the height of the

75. If the arithmetic mean of a and 2a is 2 more than

its harmonic mean, then the value of a is

(b) 14

20

-4-5tower are the same
V -5(c) Breadth of the river is half of the height of

2(a)

(c)16
Sthe tower

52(a ) 17x-47y-24z+ 172= 0

(b)17x +47y-24z + 172 = 0

(c) 17x+ 47y+24z + 172 0

d17x-47+ 24z+172=0

(d) None of the above

(d) None of the above

62. Ifa and b are two complex numbers, then the sum

n+1

76. Geometric mean of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16,..,2"will be

(b)2 pt
68. The number of diagonals of a polygon of msides

IS (a) 22
b) -2)

2!
of 2 m(m-1)tof terms ()20(a)-

2aC-(atd)C + (a+ 2d) C, -...t will be

(b) na

l. lt the roots of the equations x- bx+c 0 and 85. If the vectors ai-2j+3k and 3i+6j-5k are

perpendicular to each other, then a is given by

(a)9 t (6) 16.

(c) 25

m3)
(C)- cr+ b = 0 are differ by the same quanity,

2! 2!
then b+c is equal to
(a) 4
(c) 0

(d) None of these ) 36()0
63. If the function f:[1, o)>[1,) is defined as

follows fx)= 2"", then f(x) is equal to

b) 1

(d)-4
69. The value of +++... 1S

g 3! 5! 7! 86. If position vectors of points A,B,C are i, j, k

respectively and AB = CX, then position vector

ofpoint X is

(a)-i+j+k

(c+-k

(c)e (d)1/e
0 The roots of 4x2 + 6px+1= 0are equal, then tne

value of p is

(a) e (b) 2e

70. 1fU [2 -3 4] X = [0 2 3
(b)i-j+k
(d) i++k(a

E)(1+ 1+4log,) t and Y=| 2, then UV+ XYis equa

()4 87. Je'sin (er)dris equal to

(c1-1+ 4log,X) 19. If o(# 1)
(b) cos etcand(b)[-20]

(d) [20]
(a) 20 is cube root of unity (a) -cos e +c

(d) None of these

t= A + B then A and B arerespectivey

(a) 0, 1

(d) not defined (C)-cosec e +c
-20

(b) 1, 0 () 1,1 (d)-1,1
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95. The differentialcquation of all straiph

passing through the point (l,-1, is heg 13Answers753

88. fe dx is equal tosith 21 3
(0) y=(r+ 1)+1

dx
PHYSICs

(d)
(a) +c (a)

13. (a)14. (d)
2. 3. 4. (a)(6) y= (r+1)-1 5. (a) 6. (a)

16. (a)
7. (d) 8. 9. (6) 10. (c)

(a)12. (a) 15. (a)
C)

17. (6) 19. 20.23. (a)

33. (a) 34. (c)
43. (c) 44. (c)

53. (b)

63. (b)

11. (c) 8. C) (6)22. (d)

32. (6)

42. (d)

c) y= (r-1)41 24. (a) 25. (a) 26. b)a 27. (b) 28. (a) (b) 30. (6)
40. (c)

(b)

29.ax 35. (b) 36. (a) 37. (6)38. (a)31. (b) 39. (b)
89. IfrY, thenisequal to 45. (d)

(b)
46. (6) 47. (a) 48. (a)

57. (6)
() y= (r-1)-1 49. (d) 5041. (C)

54. 55.
b)

dx 52. c)
65. (6)

a)

56. (a) (c)51. la)
5h)62. (D

59. (b)

69.
60.58. (c)

(c)

78.

64.yrlog, y-) (b)xlog, y+y)
96. Integrating factor of differential

cos.x+ysinx = l is

66. (d) 67. 70. (b)61, (b)

71. (b)
(d)

ntial equation 68.(a)
x (ylog, x-x)

x (xlog,
x(ylos*(c

y(ylog. x-x) x (ylog,x+x)

C) C)
y(ylog, x+x)

(a) log, y+y)
73. (d)

83. (b)

93. (b)

72. (b) 74. d)
85. (c)
75. 76. (b) 77. (c) 79. (c)80. (a)

88. (c) 89. (c)90. (b)
99. (d) 100. (6)

(c)
84. (c)82. (b)

(d)
86. (c) 87. (a)

(c)
81.

92. 94. (a) 95. (a) 96.ax 97. (a) 98. (d)
(b) tan x 91. (a)

(a) cos x CHEMISTRY
2. (b)

(d) sin x90. If y=e ,thenis equal to (C) sec x
(a)3. 4. (a) 5. (d) 6. (a) 7. (b) (c) 10. (c)(d)

(a)
(b)

38.

8. 9.

(a)e
(d) log,reso

a) 13. (a)97. The order and degree of the differential equation 14. b)

25
34. (a) 35. (a)

15. 19. (a) 20.(a)

26.
C) 16. D) 18. (6)

11. (d) 12. (a)

(a) 22. (d). 23. (d) 24. (d) (a) (a) 27. (d) 28. 29. (d) 30. (a)
21.(0 t (6) 1

40. (a)
(a)

60. (a)

70.

(a)+" = 0 are respectively 33. (a) 36. 39.(b)
(b)

58.

32. a) (d) 37. a)
31. (6)

49. (d) 50.44. (6)*45. (C)

55.
43. (a) 46. (b) 47. b) 43.

91. lim is equal to 41. (d) 42. (a)
(b) 3, 3

(d) 2, 4
59. (a)

(b)
54. (a) 56. (b)

(b)

76.

52. (d)53. (a) 57. (b) C)(a) 2, 3

(c) 2,6
51. (a)

61.

Ia X-a (a)(a)

78. (b)

87. (6) 88. (5)

57. c) 68. 69.64. (c) 65. (b)

(d)
(a)

66.(d) 62. (a) 63. (a)

(a)
(2x-3(Sx-4) is equal to
(4x-5)(5r-6)

77. (c) 79. (C) 80. (a)(b)

(a)
72. (6) 73. (b) 74. (d) 75.

98. z, +,l=l2,|t|z2lis possible, if9A (R)

19a
a 71. (d)

89. (c) 90. (d)

99. (a) 100. (c)
(b) 85. 86.(b)

(d)
84.82. (b)

92. (c)
83.(c)

(b)
81.

93. 94. (a) 95. (a) 96. (6) 97. (c) 98. (c)
(a) b) 91.

MATHEMATICS
(a) () arg () = arg (z) (d) jz1= |zl 50 3. (b) (a) 10. (a)(a)(d)

(6)
(b)

(6)

(a)

55. (6) 56. (d)

(d)

G 2. (a) 3. (c) 4. (b) 5. . (C)(c)

(c)

1.
17.-(d) 18. (b)

(a)

(a)
30. (a)
40.

16. (a) 19. (c) 20.

99. The gradient ofone of the lines

+hxy+2y = 0is twice that of the other, then

h is equal to

14. d) 15.(b)
23. (a)

11. 12. (b) 13.(0 29. (b)
24. a) 25. 26. (a) 27. 28. a)

21. (b) 22. (b) 39. (a)c
49. (b)

(c)

(c)
(d)
(b)

(d)
(a)
(a)

34. a) 35. 36. (a) 37. 38.
31. (c) 32. (a) 33. (b) 50. (a)48. (d)

58. (b)

68. (C)

(d)

93. The value of m for which the function
46. 47.41. (d) 44. a) 45.42. (d)

(a)
61. (6)

43. (b) 59. (6) 60. (b)57.mx,XSis differentiable atx=L is 53. (b)
63. (b)

(a) t3 51. 52. (b) 54. (a)
67. 69. d) 70. (d)

62. 64. (b) 65. 56. a)
80. (6)79

88. (C)

(c) 78. c)
75. (a) 76. (6)

85. (a) 86. (a)
77.

(c)2 (d) 1 20 (c) 73. d) 74. C) 90 (a)(b)
81. (a) 82. (a)

92. (d)

72. (a)
(a) 0 e
(c)2:

94. The functionx-5x + 5x-10has amaximum,

when x is equal to

(a)3 2 (d)0

b) 87.
83. (b) 84. (a) 98. (c) 99. (b) 100. (c)

(d) does not exist 100. The angle_between the pair of straight lines
97.91.

y= (2-V3)x +5and y = (2+V3x-7, is

a)

60°

(d) 93. (d) 94. (c)95. (d) 96. (c)

)45
(d) 90io1

30°

6)2 ig
(C) I

Jaeiisteteosna o9quit

to) .i d
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9. Given, N,: N, =1:100

Hints & Explanations l Tees'
But = a e1,X R

T 2T 317s 05x 200 = 100 volt

For p-V diagrams Pand Q pressure increases with
This is possible when the

temper of the gas increases. Hence, exchange eb

increase n volume but the slope of curve

Physics
A 1,=?

Transformation rati7
ise in volume.

Now, capacitors 2 and are in series,therefore

1. According to Kirchhoff's junction rule, it2 of heat takes place.

p-V diagrams, R and.s pressure decreases with

their resultants capacitance,

.O
3hi

3 C'
10 100

2A s larger

td C''= 1uF

Capacitors C, and C, are in series, thereforethei
for S. Therefore, it is IOr an adiabatic process for

which no exchange ot heat takes place. e,10 volt
10

Sum of incoming currents
. = Sum of out going cu (a e

8. Given, 9, = 29,

Radius ofcircular path in a magnetic field is given
to resultant capacitance, Again,

15) A8 T05
==1

2+2 1+ 13+I
epg ,=5A

10. From Coulomb's law,

I=1.7A C''= luF
y

Now, Cand Cg are in parallel. Therefore, their

resultants capacitance,

r=-

2. The angle of deviation = 180°- 60°= 120° Bq
.9 42

F
41tE0

C'=1+1 24uF
Brg

V=

120 Now, C'and C5 are in series.

Therefore, their resultant capacitance,

CY 2
1 AT

Dimension ofEoMLT]E]
A60°

Brg
A60 ,i

or

(C= 14F
[M'LT'A*]

m

Capacitors of capacitance 1.5uF and 15 uF are in ( e
parallel, therefore their resultant capacitance,

C'=C1+C, =15+15=3.0uF

B 113HTAN KE = mv

Ao
2m

1 When charge particle is accelerated by potential

V, then its kinetic energy
Dimension of|= dimension of

3uF C'=3uF 3uF 1uF KE=V4 ...(ü)

Now, all three capacitors are in series therefore,

their resultant capacitance C will be given by

oB

From Eqs. (i) and (1i) 12. Magnetic moment(M)=NIA

where N=number of turn,I = electron current,

A = area of cross-section of the coil

t wo
L

Unit of magnetic moment = A-m

13. Dipolemoment p=qx2art a

where q is the magnitude of either charge of

Now, C" and(C)° are in parallel. Theretore

their resultant capacitance,
VaBrga,deita
Vq =-

2m(C =1+l= 2uF
C= luF sultant

4. Capacitors C3 and C are in parallel, thereforeb: Now, C and (C) are in series and theil

their resultant capacitance,

C' C +C, = 1+1= 2uF

B'r
2

m=

capacitance is given I ut.
meerq

o dipole and 2a is dipole length.

E SI unit of dipole moment C-m
2uF m 92

14. Electron volt is a unit ofenergy

C8

1uF

R242uF C 2 uF 2

S. The given circuit is bridge diode, thert
re

=-
15. Dimensions corresponding with kg-m A *T

ei2orttSVF=[ML'AT4]
2uF Output will be fully rectified.

4
6. Slope of

acceleration-displacementgrap

-oB = tan 45° = 1
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29. Given, , =5000A = 5x10m21. For a good choke coil inductance is veryhigh
andresistance is very low. Therefore,

power factor = cos o cos 90P = 0

Thercfore, power factor 10r a good choke .
Inductance (L) B 5mm=5x10 m

Pp Pa Pa
4p C,9 e,4u =2e

m, = m, m, 2m, m 4m

Given,
D=Imic [MLT), coil
d=?

AT A
= [MLT"**]

ncarly zero.

Ya Ya exmiex2m :2ex4m

= 1:2:8
22. Gravitational force acting betwcen the s Fringe width B

=

d

Unit of inductance can be wTItten as

kg-m'AT*
F 2r

m.m
4r For a radioactive substance

16. Wavelength of Ka,X-ray N= No 1x5x101x10 m
5x10

=0.I mm
M

30. P--2D
23. Capacitive reactance (X) =

C ibak 4 Focal length ofthe lens (f) =(Z-1 For direct current, 0 = 0 I = nxT
10Lh

4 s 1950u/
But, XCX0frequency 0 2

Therefore, capacitors cannot be used for DC and

used for only AC.
=-50 cm2x 60

min =30 min
4(2-F

31-1-900
(S1-1) 2500

Therefore, person can see up to distance 50 cm.

31. Kirchhoff's irst law (/=0) expresses the
24. For a transformer,

27. Conductance : Resistance conservatior ofcharge.
Transformation ratio(k)=, *, 32. In p-type semiconductors majonity charge

carriers are holes.. Resistance (R) = Q
Therefore, ratio of current flowing through

primary and secondary coils depends on number

of turns in the coils.
. Current flowing through the conductor

20x8

33. Given C =1uF, V = 4000volt.

Energy stored in the capacitor,17. When bird starts flying in the cage, the weight

of the bird is not measured. Therefore, weight of

the bird cage assembly is now i.5 kg or 1500g 25. Force acting on charge particle in norm

direction of motion.
R 1

= 160 A2GM
F=Eq18. Escapevelociry, = /2zR, R = xix10x(4000)

Eg
28. In the given circuit,

RRAcceleration a =
where g acceleration due to gravity,

R = radius of the earth,

312230 027G= gravitational constant and

r oM = mass of the earth.

Therefore, escape velocity do not depend on the

mass of the object to be escaped. Hence, escape

velocity for the elephant is also 11.2 km/s.

RR
If particle travels a distance d in time 1, then

34. Given,s = 10m, F=SN,W=25 J, 0 =?

herefore, it is a balanced Wheatstone bridge,

and no current will tlow through resistane

between B and D.

Work done, F= Fscos8

cose cos60
Motion in normal direction Resistance of arm ABC

60R'= R+ R = 2R 3g6
Kesistance of arm ADC, a

R"= R+R 2R
NOW, resistance R' and R" are in parallel.

herefore, their resultant resistance

35. Maximum beight artained by the projectile,

19. When the sphere of iron is heated then due to

volumetric expansion, volume of the sphere

will íncrease.
2 v 2

But p= mv 45Here
20. If a bar magnet is droping through the copper

ring than due to change in magnetic flux an

induced current is produced in it, which opposes

the motion of the magnet. Therefore, velocity of

Eqd m
y2 H=-

the magnet decreases.
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= 540-39.7

Velocity at maximum height = v cos 45= Magnifying power of telescope (M)=
48. Resistances R, R and are in series. TheirAngular momentum at maximum height = mvr S. = 5003 cal

B=a 0.5x 00
Je 500 cal inoi51

resultant resistance,4mx- .
48

2=mx 4p
41. 3 44. From radioactive decay law,

i=-N

RR R+R+-RF-32 K-273VZ amv 22712910i91
Resistances R' and are in parallel. Their42g dod dt

dN

But given, x°F =xK

36. Moment of inertia of disc about a tangent and
parallel to its plane,

x275o as
resultant resistance

5 But givel dt +2-2+103R 5R R5Rloto toRogso RSx-160 9x-2457
4x 2297 R5R

MR n-N+MR=MR2
4

I =

1 N
x= 574.255 ...)Moment of inertia of disc about a tangent and

perpendicular to its plane,
n

42. From ideal gas equation, 49. According to Mayer's formula,

pV = pRT

p
C,-Cy =R ro

Therefore, incorrect option is (d).P
50. Given, m =20 kg, 4 =10m/s

MRMR Half-life period(7) = 0693s
2

RT 45. Magnetic field at mid point 0,
= MR m=5kg, u =0

Using law of conservation of momentum,
Number of moles of gas in first container,

MR2
4 RT 5A ma4 t myu, = (mm t m,)v ao

20x10+5x0=(20+5) i
200-8 m/s

bm
2.5A

Number of moles of gas in second container,perpendicular MR2
ig9 B=B,+B,

Ho1Ho2
25

perpendicular et s cs
Kinetic energy of the composite mass

Number of moles in containers when joined with 21tr21t
37. According to tangent law in magnetism, m+meach other.

= u, (2.5-5) Ho
B=By tan6

Bu=0.34x10 T
p 27T 2.5

Given, RT =(20+5)x (8)
46. Impedance of the circuit (Z) = VR+ Xi

e 30 But, HtH2 25x 32= 8003
R+(LoB 0.34x10x tan 30

0.34x10=196x 10 T.
51. E=21x10

oRTRT RT =yR+(L21/

3
38. For a DC source inductance plays no role.

Current in the circuit (T) =
47. If R is the resistan of the voltmeter and I

E Egk21x10
F

P2 wti2 + 27 urrent is flowing through it, then
R

Ix10-3
V IR

43. Change in volume = 1671-1=1670cm

Work done (W)= p.dV

39. Given, 4y = 154, HR = 152, A = 10° K =2l=2
RAngular dispersion(0)= (4Hr)A

(154- 152)x 10 If now connected in series isR, then
52. Refractive index of glass with respect to water

F (L013x10 x 1670)J

1670x 1013x10 cal

-3/2 9
w 4/3 8

0.2 (R+R)
40. Given, s, =100 cm, S. = 2 cm

Visual angle subtended by moon (a) = 0.
Visual angle subtended at eye with moon's
image (B) =?

4.2 wssinC
= 39.7 cal esR+R'=3R i

R' 2RHeat given (Q)= 540cal.

From first law of thermodynamicS,
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58. Time period of a simple pendulum,
IS maximum for second wire, therefore9

R 8 sinC T 2 16

increase in its lengths will be maximum.
64. Given, r 2x10 m.sinC 197 N

where,= length of thc thread,

g acceleration due to gravity,

Thercfore, time period of a simple

docs not depend on the mass of the boh

time period of siple pendulum havino

wooden bob will remain the same.

59. Component ofelectrie ficld at point P parallei
X-axis,

2500 200
500ep

F W=Vpg 628x10 m
C sin

Surface tension(T) 2x314x2x10
Surface tension (T) = 628x1040volt

N
N,

53. Given, R =62, 1= 10min = 600s Ience,

V=120volt 005 N/m =5x10 Nm
Again, 65. Given, n, = 256 Hz

Energy liberated = t 120x120x600

25002 nitaade iPOssible frequencies of tuning fork
B= 2564

6

= 144 x 10J 500
260 or 252 Hz

On loading wax on tuning fork A, its frequency
will decrease. Now, 2 beats/s are obtained.

= 144x10J 40A
54. According to Lenz's law "the direction of

induced curent is always in such a direction that

it opposes the cause, due to which it is produced.

Therefore, Lenz's law gives the direction of the

62.
Sensitivity of potentiometer

This is possible only when n, = 252 Hz.

66. Waves equations aree
potential gradient20

CI-

= asin (ut-k)and
= acos(or-kr)

induced curent O +qq But potential gradient=
L

55. During a perfectly elastic collision both energy

and momentum are conserved. 1 2PcosT/3
Ex=

4TtE

where, is the emf of the cell and Lis the length

of the wire.4Te r = asin
-k+

56. Kinetic energy ofthe satellite =Mv*
Component of electric field of point P

perpendicular to X-axis,
Sensitivity ofapotentiometer

Phase difference between the waves

Potential energyofthe satellite (U) =-,1
R Sensitivity of a potentiometer o L

67. Time period of the mass attached to a spring,

..)
Ey =

Psint/3
Therefore, sensitivity of a potentiometer can be

increased by increasing the length of the

potentiomcter wire.

But, GM, = gR 47tE r
T-3p

47tE 2
U-RRM -gRM

F-63. Young's modulus (7) A
When spring is cut into four equal pieces, then

Orbital velocity ofa satellite new spring constanaL

tan6 =

Ex
FL

YA(RD14)D
(k

U=-Mv
36= tan Al Timepeniod (T)= 7,

Total energy of the satellite = Mv- Mv2

60. ., =3500 A, 2., = 7000A
Forfirstwire, =1x10

lx 103
sinC = 2 =

57. Given, S= 60cm, S. =5 cm Forsecondwire 25x 10
50 2x 10

68. Wave numder

Visual angle (a) =2
Visual angleB)=?

Magnifying powerofa telescope(M) = =2

3500

200 5x 10For third wire D4x1o
7000 2

Forfourthwire 9x1010x1o
sin C sin30°

C 30P 300
0, Given, N, =500 turns, N,

=2500,
,=8

a -2r e, 200 volt 3.33 x10
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23.7510100 eT11ET . Maximum KE of photoclcctre

= E-W
In vector form,69. The length ofthe rope which can overhang from

the edge of the table without sliding down is

given by

25 x10 l237-619
6.18eV dB=oldIxf

4T
= 95.00%

6.2eV
73. Energy cmitted per second from the sun

= 14x10 x 4T2
1.4x10 x4t x(15x10

Energy emitted per day from the sun,

=14x10 x4xx225x10 x24x3600

1
wire of potentiorneteris of manganin

11. Tn its resistivity 1s very high and
ofresistivity is low.

82. Potential energy U =A-Bx

empperature cocficicnt

Datc of cooling o mean temperature difference

Force F=-
dx

70. Given, magnetic flux ($) = 5r -1001+300

de 15-100

because

=-(0-2Bx)
18.

Acco:ording to Newton law of cooling,

F 2Bx
Induced emfe =-

dt
Faxdo- -9, =6-0,)=8x22 x225 x864 x104

From Einstein's masS-cnergy relation,

E =mc

83. From Stoke's law, viscous force=(15-100) dt
F 6mR
FaR and Fo y

60+50After 2s. -B%=(55-6,)
215x2-100)

=- (60-100)=40 V

8X22X225 x864 x104

(3 x1082
84. The efficiency of a Canot engine is given by

dtd n-1-AS
= 7.6x10" kg71. Efficiency ofheat engine, n = 1-

As, rate of cooling is decreased, therefore liquid

will take more than 5 min to cool from 60°C to
74. At low pressure and high temperature every gas

behaves as an ideal gas because in this state

molecules of gases are further apart, therefore

molecular force do not acts between their

where , is the temperature of the source and 1, 1s

the temperature of sink.

For100%efficiency. =l

when temperature of source and sink are

doubled, thea efciency. 50°C.

79. Given, N = 50 turns/cm = 5000 turns/m

molecules.
I= 4A 1

75. I= 5sin (100-T/2)
Magnetic field at an internal point =Honl

72. For bullet, m, = 50g, 4 =10m/s
V 200sin100r 47x107 x5000x4 T =0

Phase difference between alternating current and
Bur to reach absoliute zero temperature is not

possible. Therefore, even Camot engine cannot

given I00o etfciency.

Forblock m =950g, =0 liooeli 1of= 8rtx 10

From law of conservation of momenim
alternating voltage is 2512x10 Wb/m*

mu+mau=( +m}

t 50x 10+950x0= (50+950)x
500050s

1000

Power consumption(P)=VrmsmsCOS
Magnetic field at one end =

2 85. Given,W=4eV

2512 x10 4xL6x10 J

=0 2 64x10 J

76. Given,.m
= 200 nm =2x10 m.

Work function
= 1256x10 Wb/m

Initial KEmj=žx50x(100)
80. Frequency (f) = 5x10* Hz.

66x10x3x10
2x10 Wavelengthof light(a)= e-3N0

x10
he á6x10x3x10

64x10
= 25x10'erg hc

(W)

Lossin KE mu-;omm max

6x10"m= 6000A

Wvelength in medium of refractive index a.

= 99x10"J =310 nm

86. As particle is moving without deviation,

therefore

AK=x50x(1000)50+950) (50 619 eV

25x10°-1250x1000 Energy of photon of wavelength ]00 nin.

6000 4000A Eq Bqv

25x10-125x10 5
B1, Hiot-Savart's law,

E-he_66x10*4x3x10
E =10Wb/m

B23.75x10 erg 10
AK% loss in KE =x100%K d=

ldlsind

bF1237eV
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oià-N 0 u-2as
2a,

87. T=Syr,T =15yr

Time
constant or L-l circuit= L8x1o-3

R 4
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99. "u

rat 2x10 sNumber of half-lives (7) Z 91,A 234
100. Focal length of the combination lens,

.

-2x-XS s
2 ms

Heat produced in a resistance H = /RI
HlThe amount of substance left undecayed.

96
S 2 9 /un -()N=No 20 cm

srrent flowing through resistance A is
crefore maximum heat will

Forsecond car, ho Given, m=|

88. In equilibrium
in resistance A.

m

0 4u-azt o7.
1 kWh 1000 W x 3600s = 3.6 x 10

O8, The resistance or d conductor increases and the

resistance of a semiconductor decreases with

increase in temperature. Therefore, wire P is

conductor and wire 2 1s Semiconductor.

20
4u 120cose a

u= 40 cm

u+2a
0 u-2as

T sineB Now,

mg

Tcos8 = mg
Chemistry

4. CsCI has body centred cubic arrangement. Each

CS ion is surTounded by 8 CI ions and each Ci
1on is surrounded by 3 Cs ions, i.e, this structure

has 8:8 coordination.

T sin 6 =F= Eg 9 (4u=2xxnd

Tsin 8 c H NElement4ut
S2 ...V) 40.00%13.33%

40

46.67%
2 Percentage

Tsin 6 G
Tcos6 2E, X mg

4667
14

333

1333
5. Solubility of inert gas in water is due to dipole

induced dipole interaction. As the size of the

inert gas inCTeases, the extent of polarisation

mCTeases. Consequenty the magnitude of the

dipole induced dipole interaction increases and

hence, the sohubilíty of the noble gas in water

Relative ratio

24ut/ 2 4
91. Before using the tangent galvanometer, its coil is

set up in magnetic meridian.

12
333

of atoms

=1333
tan 6

Simpleratio of 333
atom 333or o o tan6 0

92. Reactance X = XL-¥c= 21C So, empirical formula is CH,N.

2. Chemical name of TEL is Tetra Ethyl Lead. Itis

used as antiknocking compound. It increases the

Octane number of petrol.

89. 6, -6, =6, -0, 7 1sia ncreases rom He to Rn.

0.
93. Energy stored in a capacitor (U) =CV 0 H Hor O CH H

O-
E-HOC-k-+RUC

S. DDT stands for p, p'-dichlorodiphenyl trichloro

ethane. DDT is powerful insecticide.
in parallel

Capacitance is maximum
Combination. Therefore, maximum energy

stored in parallel combination.
94, In arm ABC, resultant resistance

H
inemo

emi

C
****

H
+0=cc, Conc B,S0,

H Chloral
R=R, +R, = 10+ 10 202

In am ADC, resultant resistance
Temperatre d rio jrcOn

R=R, +R, = 10+ 10 202

Resistances R' and R" are in parallel,

R=10%

Chlorobenzene

90. For first car,

Cl O >-cClh+H,04 u,V =0,111 peptide bond

RR20 pepnde bond

20
Cl OY Number ofpeptide bonds in dipeptide is two.

95, L= 8mH = 8x 10'H,

R=4
0=u-at

DDT
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own

aa
15. 1% alkaline KMnO, solution is ke7. Cupellation method is used for the desilverisation of

lead. In this method impurities of lead are removed
by changing them into lead oxide.

8. Blood sugar is glucose.
9. Lactose sugar contains d-galactose and d-glucosce. In

it glycosidic linkage is formed between galactose
and glucosc.

10. Electronic

pH =14815 acidicBacyer's reagent. Itdccolouriscsby alke
alkyne both compound which decolourise

(yi)Cl-0f-C,
CH

pH 1.6 (approzimately)
25. CH,OH+41,+6 NaOHcr's rcagent shows the prescnc

multiple bonds. 1-methoxy l-mcthryl ethane

ofvitamin-B is
CHI, +HCOONa +5Nal+ SH,O

lodoformname
1% Alkaline 0HO+{O]KMnO,

CH-Ou
19.

Chemical

cobalamine. It contains cobalt.

hlindncss is caused due to the deficiency of

OH

configuration of chlorine is CH2 2 CHI, +3KOH H-c-OHCl-1s, 2 2p, 3s 3p* Ethylcne
glycol vitamin-A.

NA Contains cytosine and uracil as pyrimidine
haseS and guanine and adenine as purine bases.

OH

1111 CH
1% Alkaline C=0 1When acetone reacts With dry HCI, two

molecules o acetone combine with the

elimination of one molecule of water to

mesityl oxide which further reacts with acetone

+2[0]- KMnO H0 C=0 -HOH-c-OHISh eiectron CH

n3
H 3
Glyoxal H-C-OH+ KO H-C-OK+H,O.

26. Formula of washing soda is Na,CO, 10H,O.

27. NaCl AgNO,AgCi +NaNO,

l=1 to give phorone.

16. 2MnO,+4KOH +O 2K,Mn0, +2H.0
Purple grecn

m+1, ands=+
C=0tH --CH, HC

CH Acetone

13 -HO
11. CHCH,)H-CH-H-CH),-H,

H-C-CH,

H-C-CH, CH

17. Since all the bond angles in benzene are 120,
therefore, all the carbon atoms of bezene are

assumed to be sp*-hybridised state.

White ppt

NaBr+AgNO, AgBr +NaNO,
H

CHac=C+-CHj
aCH LIg eiio* PpE.

18. Isomers of compound having molecular

formula C4HoO

Nal AgNO, Ag NaNO
Yellow Pp

CH Mesityl oxide
KCro+2AZNO, Ag.CrO, +2KNO,

Red ppt.) CH,-CH,-CH,CH,-OH
1-butanol

CHCH O H

CH
c0

CH 23. The value of bond order zero it means the

CH bonding intiuence and antibonding influence are

equal and as a result there is no net force of

aracion, so molecule will be unstable.

29. Diagoral relarion of lithium with magnesium is

due to following factors

) very snall size of lithium

ü) h
() approimately equal electronegativity and

afñnity

CH i) CH,-CH,-CH-CH,
Homethyl buryl) 7-6-nethyl buryl) tridecane. CH CH

OH c Si
2-butanol ai12. Aromatic oraryl ring provides more stable

carbonium ion, while aliphatic alkyl groups provides
less stability due to + I effect ofalkyl group.

Generally stabilitry of carbonium 10n deereases E (i) CH,-Ç-CH,following order.

Triphenyl methyl carbonium diphenyl methyl
carbonium> benzyl carbonium> allyl carbonium>
tertiary carbonium
primary carbonium> methyl cartbonium.

13. Electronic configuration of element having atomic
number 25 is

CH CH
HCI

C40CH CH
polarising pOwer ofLi

Phorone
OH

2-methyl 2-propanol 2,6 dimethylhepta-2, 5 dien-4-one

The number of radial nodes in any orbia

(-1-1)

(iv) non availability of d-orditals in its valence

shellsecondary carbonium>

iv) CH--CH,-0oH were, =principal quantumnumber

azimuthal quantum numoer.
4.

0 5
C-HOwEd to

Formaldehyue
stand, 23 2p, 3s3p',4*34 CH,

2-1methyl 1-propano) or14. In acid medium K,Cr,0, gives green colour. This is

due to change of oxidation numbeT of chromium
from + 6to +3.

pll-log [N] HC Ci(v)CH,-0-CH,-CH,-C
-methoxy propane Trioxan

metaformaldehydett-log (3.,3x 10*)t

K,C,O, +4H,SO, C,(SO,), + K,so,
+ 4H,0+3[OJ

(Vi)CH,-CH,-0-Cl,-C
-clioxy elhane

-(log 3,3+(-2 log 10)

-(0.5185-2
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TUPAC name of |Pt (NH), Cl) isi

which facilitate the ionisation of H" heneacidic strength increases. Sequence
ot grOup

ADa 20.693 Er31. Natural rubber is additive polymer of isoprene or
2-methyl 1,3.butadiene, iat

nCH=C-CH-CH 30

42
piamine dichloro platinum (11).

shows negative inductive effect,

-CHCI,>-CH,F CH,CI

-CH group shows positive inductive

and-Hdoesn't show any effect.

A= 0.231h- 21

On applying the cquation
RII 2.50 1og

,

CH nHO-C-(CH,),C-OHos
Adipric acid

eflect

CH-C=CH-CH
N
NCl

CH
natural rubber

togeSo, CHCOOH> F-CH,COOH 0.231-25 1og
A

C
+n H-N-(CH,), NH nH,0

.231x 18 256 Eddy
2.303

32. Monomer ofpolythene is ethylene. >CICH, C0OH> HCOOH> CH,cOOH

nCH,= CH2,
Ethylenehigh pressure fCH-CHH,

Polythene Lc-(CH,) -NCH)-N dtel1.8054 = log36. CHt+0 4C0,+SH,0

33. The molecular configuration ofN, is
256

o,o l,o2a 2PG2p 912 mL1i 12x4 = 48mLo
37. Calomel isHg, Cl2.

Nylon 6,6 63.8956=
N

256
63.8956 731LGU ouft

N=4.00(approximately)

49. For the complex [Fe{CN).I".

N=38. When a process is carried out in such a manner

that no heat can flow form the system to the

surroundings or vice-versa is called an adiabatic

44. Given equation is Kirchotff's equation. d
2P 2P:T 2P 45. T RT

Number ofbonding electrons process.
where, t OSmotic pressure

Oxidation state of Fe =+II a
Coordination number= 6

Number ofantibonding electrons q 0.
Bond order n= number of moles of solute to i

39. The dot structure of XeF, is as follows
R= constant known as solution constant

10-4
2 g. U0,H eoi Electronic configuration of Fe2

Fe=ls,2 2p.3s 3p 3d,4s 4pFe-F T=absolute temperature

From the equation given above, it is clear that

OSmotiC pressure depends upon the number of

moles of the solute per litre of the solution

Irrespective of the nature of the solute. Hence,

oSmotic pressure is a colligative property.

Bond order = 3
Number of molecular hybrid orbitals = number

of sigma bonds + number of lone pair o

electrons.

34.

Coordination Shape
number

Since,-CN is ligand of strong field, hence, it

Number of molecular hybrid orbitals

=2+3 5

paired up electrons ofd-orbital.
4s3d 4p

0. If a radioactive element emitted one -partice
US atomic number decreases by two unit and

dss number decreases by four units and if a

adioactive clement emitted one B-particle, 11S

nie number increases by one unit and mass

number doesn't changes.

0-0.155 Linear So,[Fe(C II1-3
0.155 0.225 Irigonal planar So, hybridisation is sp'd.

Hybridisation = d'sp'
slow hydrolysis with

producing highy
0.225-0.414 Tetrahedral 40. XeF, undergoes

Magnetic moment = zero

Number of unpaired electrons= zero

Geometry= octahedral.

50. Tritium is the radioactive isotopes of hydrogen.

51. Molecular formulaofphenol = C,H,OH

Molecular weight = 94 u

0414-0.732 Square planar atmospheric
explosive, Xe0g.

moisture
0414 0.732 6 Octahedral

0.732-L000 Body centred
cubic or twisted

8 iesidXeF,(s) +3H,O(U) Xe0, ()*o
x 206 Pb"8 16A

cubic 2E200

NA, fu,1ij*NH,
Tgigatat2nft|

41. R-C-coOH R-C-COO

yst does not affect the equilibrium constant

of the reaction.35. Group or atom attached with-coOH group
shows positive inductive effect increases

electron density on oxygen atom, which suppress
the ionisation of H, hence, acidic strength
decreases. Group or atom attached with

COOHgroup shows negative inductive effect
decreases electron density on oxygen atom,

48, 23h, et t

weight of 0xygen100
% of oxygemolecular weight

H
E3 Zwitter ion

The dipolar structure is commonly

" 256 g 1nat
and 18h A

H 6 100
Amino acid 94known i

0.693 :% of oxygen = 17.02

internal salt or Zwitter ion. /2
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Overall reactions Lhe

Zn
+ Cu0.I M) Cu +Zn" M

Cu'

onsL 5te Paramagnet5. Optical isomerism is shown by tho8C

in which central

bidentate ligand on it is bonded withc

types of ligands.

56. PbCl, Pb +2C1

If solubility of PbCl, is S.

Then, solubility of Pb* =S

52. The total number of electrons on the central atom,
including those gained from ligands in the bonding is

called the effective atomic number of the central

comylex
mctal is attached

Paramagnetic is due to presence of unpairea
clectrons.

withdiffcrent
with

2.303RT

Zn
70. B,H, is an electron deficient compound in which

B is sphybridised state. It has the following
H-bridged structure.

metal ion. Ee el
(a) [Co(NH,),]Cly

Electrons in Co3* ion=27-3 24electrons

Electrons donated by 6(:NH,)= 2x 6=12

0.059!1o8igla110 2

electrons = 1.10+0.0295x (-).,vt At
and solubility of Cl = 2s B 97°BQ120°

H H
EAN of Co(Ul)is[Co (NH, }JCl= 36clectrons.

(b) K[Fe (CN),I
Electrons in Fe" ion= 26-2 24 electrons

Electrons donated by 6(:CN) = 2x6= 12

On applaying law of mass action EL0705 V

K-P6][CI
[PbCl]

C C 71. Aniline reacts with chloroform in the presence or

6.+3Cl,-Sunlight

CI

2.KOHtogive phenyl isocyanide:

electrons K[PbCI,]=[Pb**]tcij CI NH2 NC

EAN of Fe ) in K, [Fe (CN)]= 36 electrons
K, =Sx(2s CI

BHC()K [ZnCi,]
Electrons in Zn** ion= 30-2- 28 electrons

CHC1+3KOH

4S3 It is used as insecticide.
Phenyl isocyanide

Electrons donatedby 4[:C]=2x4= 8 57. Expression forvelocity constant for the second

order reaction is

63. The required conditions for ideal solution are
3KCI+3H,O

(a)P P xX4i Pa =pPxX,

(b)A =0

() AVm0

electrons
EAN of Zn (M in K, [ZaCl]= 36electrons

(d) K,[Hel
Electrons in Hg* = 80-2 78 electrons

Electrons donatedby 4[::]4x2=8

72. HSO+H0H,0+HSO
acid,a (a-x) base

In the above reaction, HSO, lose a proton (H")

itwhich is gain by H.O, hence HSO, is an acid and

aHO is base. If this reaction is reversible H,O

losses a proton which is accepted by HSO so

HO is an acid and HSO is base. So, conjugate

base of H,S0, is HSO, and conjugate acid ofH,O

isH,O°.

58. Unit of rate constant for nth order reaction is

L'mol's
where, n = order of reaction
For, second order reaction n = 2

64. CsCI has body centred cubic arrangement

For body centred cubic arrangement

4relectronS
EAN ofHg() in K, [Hel]=86 electrons

53. (a)[Co (NH,),ICI,[Co (NH,).1*+3Cr

a-
Unit of rate constant for second order

reaction is L mol's
59. Formaldehyde on heating with ammonia o

give urotropin. The chemical name o

urotropin is hexa methylene tetra amine.

6HCHO+4NH (CH,),N,+6H,O

r=
3CI +3AgNO 3AgCI+3NO

(b) [Co (NH,), CI] Cl,Co (NH, ), Ci"
4

73. The product of[H ]and[OH Jof water is called

ionic product of water [K,I The value of K, at

25°C is lx l04
74. Hydrolysis of cyanides with a boiling mineral

acid or alkali yields the Corresponding

carboxylic acid.

CH-CN+2H,0 CH,COOH+NH,

where, r= interionic distance

+2C1

2C1 +2AgNO 2AgCl+2NO

)[Co(NH, ).Ci,]Ck4Co (NH, ),CI,I

and a = edge length of cube.

8. Crystal lattice is of7 types while space latice is

of 14 types.Urotropin

Aer ionisation anion moves towards electrode

Such electrode is called anode. These negaive

01s On loosing electrons get oxidiseu.

CB, NaCl Na' +Cl

60. pH- log[H"]
+CI pOH=- log [OH" ] and pH+pOH=l

AS pH of solution decreases it me
concentration of H" increases, hence

nature increases. On the other hana,

CI +AgNO,AgCI+NO

()[Co (NH, ), Cl, ]lt doesn'1 ionises Note: The intermediate product is acetamide.

Alcathodde Nu' te Na
75 For NaCl

54. Given, Fa2-0.76V also
A anode c cl +o SSoJution increases concentraljon o

a/ 0,34 V

EMF E-E
EMF-FuCE2*/2 =0,34+0.76

where, S = Solubility

36 S
increases, so basic nature increases.

sprocess is used for theextractionof silver.
61. Cell reaction of given cell is

Zn Zn" (IM)+ 2e"

Cu (0.1 M)+2 Cu
om oxide ores iscarbon reduction method.ro on method of extraction of metals

S 6mol L

Al the transition ietal ions are paramagnetic

while Sc", Tr*", Cu'and Zn are dianagnce
EMF 1.1V

Hence, molarity = 6M
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214 +2 4, (g) uthal quanturn number gives infomation

ChhattisgarhPETSolved Paper2006476, Molar coneentrationof gluoose -05M
Molar conceutrationof Nat 01M
Molar concentration of BaC1, = 05M
and molar comoentration of MECl, = 01M
However as NaCl Bal, and MpCI, is un

clectrolyte. One mole of Nal pive two mole
ions, therefore molar concentration of particdes in
the sulutitn- 02M.

auf the shapet of the varíous subshells present in case ofaxyacids ofsame element, asoxidationnumber ofeierment increases their scidic strengthirncreases. HCIO is weakest acid, hence its

H,0H,0 ame principal shell
* siye of orbitaf Principsl quantum

2

Ruting of iron is ah electrochermicai teaes,
this renction oxidetion ot iron ard redues

0, tukes plnce

83. Jonisetion poteritinl inereases from let rightin

urmber
Orientation of orbitals Mag

uber
1.

Formula of metal phosphate is AP,

mugate base is strongest C10".
%. Non metal are bad conductor of electricity butraphite is zond conhactot ofelectricitybecausec

i graphite hybridisationaf carbon is sp Hence,
omeeleetom ofeachcarbon atomis free whichispensibie to conchuct eiectricity.

Tn. C4. aned Hg have full-61ed d-orbital in their

quanturm

period. Exception1 onistion ponenn
group 1A elementa 18 higher than in ioniswi
potential of group 111 A elements
Elements Na Mg Al

So, ovidation state of M is + T
. Formula af metai nitrate is M(NG,

41.
Characteristics of d-block elements

(a)The atomic radii of thed-bloek elements lie
in between those ot -and p-block elements.

(b) All d- block elements are metal.

(c) d-block elements shows varíable valencies.

(d) Most ofthe compound of d-block tiements

One mole f Ba give three mole io
therrfore molat conceniration of particles in the

sclution= 3M. eementai state ant theit corunon oxidation
arnd one mole sf M give tiree mole ions.

therefore molar concentration oi particles i
solution = 03M.

Group 1A 1A IIA state

So, Mg has highest Ist 1onisation potemial

84. Lysine it an amino acid.

B5. (a)Cm ,o

(b),B a
(c)N n ,C" p'

Henc hese siements is an tample of
no-typicai transition eiements.

As. smotic ressure s directiy proyporional to
the nunber particle in the solution, hence,

crcasin rer of smotx pressure will be.

Glucose* Nac*MC, < BaCl
77. Eievataoi of boiing pom: s colligative propery

hcnce. t diectiy proporiioal to number of
moies ofparticle in solution One mole ofFeci,
gve thr moies ions. ose moie of Fecl, gvE
Sour toie i, oe mole o Al,(SO. give five
amoic ions atndi o moie of AiCi, give lour moic
so, enceAi,(S0, }, has ighest boilngpoint.

9%. Thenoieeule vith symmetrical geometrYposses
rero tipesle noment.Bk" +2,n

are coloured..N n SHE, has symanetric eometry. sx it hA8 EErO

dipole moment
elements forms complet(e)d-block

compounds
( d-block clements are good catuly

4. Passing H,S gas in acid mediurn

Cu precipitated as CuS while Ni*doesa't
precipitatcd.

5. Conjugate base of weak acid is always stromz

99. The mt Fanetionsof thesait bridgeate

To complete the alectrical cireuit by allowing
the ions o forw oem ome soiution ta the othe
wthout mixingof he ao outions
(b) To maintin the asectaica. neutrslity ofte
solutions in the two haliE cells

(d)Si
Charge and mass in cquation (a) is not same.

86. 2H1( ) ,+
An2-20

K,K, (RT)* K,= K,(RT
AcddConjugate

base
Cxidatton
state of C

L00. Reiuction of ukyi isbeyaticde give secodary
E, =K,.

87, On doubling the concentration of A causes t
reaction ate to be four times as great s0 r
Wilh fcspect to reactant A is 2. while doublng t
amount o1 B doesn't affects the rate so the orda

wilh 1cspcct to reactant B is zero.

: Rasie of reaction k 1A

B8, 1icncn! having lowest value of ionisatat

Olctai bas ghesl clectropositive chata
LEsIun has lowest valuc of ionisation pat

IH given clemcnt, hence i has ng

ciccropositive churacter

78, mOUnda Tavng SOOLdUalion number6, havt
c Naluc 14 alo betwcen U.73 and C1O

CIo
CHHCIO

HCIO
79.

Cio HCIO,
ay

86, NO. 2N9, - HCIO, Vi

APIyng aw of rass action
Mathemati-

pN9.) .Doerain of cut" x a (-1

.Let fls)
Unit of E, swosplre

8. Jonisation of{CO(NH, ),Ci, js s toliows

For sin 5. -
B9, Alhcne alnd alkyne cacts ith bydngo

picscnce ofnich.el at 250-300C wgive aie

called Sabuticr-SendesCns Icaoio
9, Tue unit ofraic conaant the sta suder

ColNH,),CY,Co(NH, ,CIP- 2C
It give drce ians,

82. COpsesct in , 9n EHCuHg witi yWaLeT gives
carbonic acid

2H,CO, 2H'+2HCO

Fe fe i

d torsin 5.x-
WlcrE, = 01der oficaotiou
For, Ist osder seactia

Range offs)=
iLnitofkiss9raa
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Chhattisgarh PET Solved Paper2006 43Height cone=CD2 tdyi

EOU andf""(x) =36x 48x+24
sgFor maximaorminima, putf (x)0

12x-24x+24x-48 0
eyx-2x+2x-4 =0

x-2)(r* +2)=0s

ysin [cos (sin x)]
Er+xi 12. The eguationofline parallel to y=2x isdy

-cos (cos (sin x)}sin (sin x)cos x
dx

and radius ot base ofcone BC

=OB-Oc
2x-y+=0

Therefore, the line joining the centre and the midpoint of the chord is perpendicularto Eq ().
1-cos 2(x-1)1N2sin () -

x=2 Volume orCO}3qa bge 1

:Required locus is astraightlinewith slope2 sin (x-1) 21ust
LHL=;lim (2)=36x4-48x2+24 72>0

VTt (r-*)r+x)
13. Given,u=2i +2j-k and v= 6i-3j+2k

fx)is minimum at x = 2
limY4Sin (1-h-D

S2)= 3(2)-82) +1202-48 (2)+25 T(P+P-r-P) uxv=|22-12osel48-64 +48- 96+ 25= - 39

-V2 lim =V2 A
k0h

6-3 2On differentiating two times w.r.t. x, we get2 a{Prs 2At the end points

2sin (x-1)1 S3)=3(3)-8(3) +12(3-48(3)+25 d n( -2xr-3) =i(4-3)-4+6)+k(-6-12)
and RHL= lim =i-10j-18k. 243-216+108-144+25 a (-2r-6r)= 376-360 16

2 and f(1)=3-8+12-48+25-(
and2 Isin (1+h-1))

lim
1+h-1 Brge

C,
and uxv=J1+100+324

h0

For maxima or minima, put = 0
dx

V425= S/1740-56= -16
=V2 lim 7-tSET1

So, the maximum and minimum value of Sa)
are 16 and-39respectively.

8. Given, fx)=x -27x+5 igigaug

r-2xr-3x =0
-3xr+xr-3x =0

elh (r= 3x) (r+X)=00 ozi d}

Required unit vector perpendicular tou and v

(ux i-10j-18k
5V17

ndni 2 N2
uxvLHLRHL

Limit does not exist f (x)= 3x-27 gi 28
x=

6. lim0g (3+)-log (3-x) RO J(x) is an increasing function.

Sa)>0r0
14. Let requiredratio = :l

Atx
3x-27>0 and onxy-plane, z = 0

-b+C09e>3 fa)is maximum atx= A+1
9. Let f(x)= log sin xlog x/3) Hence, height ofthe cone, h r+X

-x/3Iim- f'lx)=_.
sin x

COS X = COt X

hr+
Hence, required ratio =:1ac:b.fx)> O in the interval|0se

3
15. Given, np =and VP 2

Im Therefore, Sx) is an increasing function in tn

11. lim
nterval .

10. Letrbe the radius of sphere and OC * lim1
X+2 P+lP 4

lim +2
Also, n 3 n= 12

0+- Probability distribution is

7. Let fr)= 3x-8x +12x-4&x+25

f(x)=12r-24x +24x-48
e e
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16. Total number formed by using 1;2,3,5

4! 24

and number of numbers divisible by 5 3!= 6

Required number of ways = 24 6=18
17.* and y are independent variables, then

Which is possible for option (c).:

i.e., p and q have infinitly many values.

20. Given,P(A)-PB)=adP{AnB)=!

By
Binomial Distribution,

P(5)= "C, p'q*
Chhattisgarh PET Solved Paper 2006 45

Again, differentiatingw.r.t. we get

m

On putting the value ofmin Eq. (ü), we getPB)1/4 -6xr=0
21. Let A,B and C respectively denote the ev

that the student passes in Maths, Physics an

Chemistry.

Given that, P(A)= m, P(B)= p, P(C)= cand
P(passing in atleast one)

23.
Required probability

2n-12
tan 6 = co6 = 90 ! JOVt

18. z = 2x+ y. nd 27. The given equation is

0,5) ayax+h
dx by+k

24, Given, flr)=
1+e(0,4) =P(A UBUC)=075

1-P(A'NB'nC")= 075

1-P(A'): P(B°):P(C')= 075

(A,B,C are independent events)

075 1-(1-m)1- pX1-c)}

025=(1-m)(1- p)(l-c)

-y =4
(by+k)ax+h)

dr
f-a)= =A (say)

1+e 1+e" Joy+Rdy=f(ar+hd
(1,0) E e = B (say)(10,0xW5

+i0/o.0
and f(a)= +ky+hx+c1+e"

A
Now, , xg(1-x)]dk Ifa = Q,then this equation becomes an equation

of parabola.

28. By the property of definite integral,

ty1 50
1-(m + p+ c)+ (pmt pc+ cm)-pcm = 025 =4 +B-x)g{(A +B-xX1-4-B+x)}d

At A (1, 0),z=2+0 2

At B(10, 0),z = 20 +0= 20

AtC (2, 4), z= 4+4==8
At D (0, 4), z = 0=4=4
and at E (0, 1), z = 0+1=1
Minimum value of s is 1.*997

19. Let A,B,C be the events of success in test I, II

and Ill respectively.

P (Student's success)
=P{AnBnC')u(AnB'nC)n(A'nB nC)

0
s-,la-) d

29. 1-+1- = atr-)

=1-)e{(1-x»dr (4+B =)Also, P(passingexactly in two subjects) = 04

P{{AnBnC )U(A NB nC)
U(A NBC)}=04 -Js{(-rdr-, g(1-x)]dr

Putr= sin 8 and y=sin
P(AnB nC )+P(A nBnC)

d1-sin 0+1-sin= a(sin 8-sin )
cos+cos =a(sin 6-sin )

+P(A NBnC)=04

P(A)P(B) P(C)+P(A)P(B }P(C)
+P(A)P(B)P(C)= 04 25. Let y =e* = 2cosL.cos =2cos

. sin2
2pm-pmc+ pc- pmc+ nc- pmc 04

On differentiating w.r.t. x, we get
UAnBnC} pm+mc+ pc-3pmc = 04

Again, P(passing atleast in two subjects)=

P(ANBnC)+P(A nB nC)

+P(A nBnC)+P(A NBnC)=

...

dy2*=P(A nBnC')+P(AnB'nC)+PANBnC)
+P(AnB nC)

dx
0-0 2cot(a)

d-2ed
and *5

PAJP(B)P(C")+P(A)P(B')P(C))
+P(A')P(BP(C) +P(AJP(B)P(C)

sinx-sin y=2cot a
0.5

Pm-pcm + pc-pcm + cm-pcm +pem On ditferentiating w.r.t. x, we get
Similarly,L=2".ec+oieit8ugs

P -9-0-pn =0
l-rl- dr

pm+pc+mc-2pcm= 0.5

6.The given equation 1S
On solving Eqs. (i), (ii) and (ii), we ge

27
IPg+p-pg+g-pg+ pal P*m+c= 1.35=

20 y =m (r- a)
On differentiating w.r.t. x, We gce

)

lp+4 22. Probability of geting an even numbe dr

2y m2r siapat
dx 30. Given,ftr)=* r<2

30. Given,J)2 3, x22But, P(student's success) t
hy=9=1- and =6,r=3,4 2 2p+q=1 Atx 2
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46 Chhattisgarh PET 5olved Paper 2006 attisgarhPETSolved Paper 2006 l47=[3x+ 16 log (x2)]
- 12+ 16 log 2-9-16 log 1ndlim fr) lim(x) Required distance2XI+2x(-2)-1-

4+4 +1
A2 =[1=x 3+ 16log 2 sq unit

lim(2-h-1)=1
For point of intersection,

x2 5x+6=x*lim fr)= lim2(2+ h)-3 38.
Thelines

42. Given,thepoints(1,1, 1), (1.-1,1), -7-3, 5)
and (p,2,3)arecoplanar
Let the equation of planepassing through (1, 1,1)

x2
6 are coplanar, ifand

1-2 4-3 5-4
4-3 1

5
and S2)=2x2-3=4-3=1

is
lim fr)= lim fx)= f(2)# yy=x* =| -3 0and

a x- 1)+b(y-1)+c(z-1)=0
fCx) is continuous for all real values of x.

Therefore, the point ofntersection1s
Thisplane passes through the points(1,-,)and
73-5)11

1T-k=0
2

31. tan x (x+ 1) is defined for

0-a-2 b+0:c= 0
4a+2b + 3c=0

x(+1)20 .)

in eir=le"}35. and .i)
andsin x +x+1is defined for

-1(1+ 2k)- 1(1+ *)+1(2-k)=0
-1-2k-1- +2-k=0

FromEq.(i), b0 s d syu

0Sx+x+1S1 =e' -e =e-l

-1Sr+xs0 ...(i) FromEq.Gi),a
Ltl- dr +3k

= 0
Equation ofplane isFrom Egs. () and (11), we terd; i

x(x+1)=0l aty

X 0and x og oilay
Hence, number of solutions are 21

32. sinx de= sinsinrde

k =0 or k=-3
c(x-1) 0+ c(1)=0

7Put.r = 2 cos 6 and atx = 0, 0:
39. Given, g(r) = * +*-2

3x4z+l=0.and x = 20 = 0
Also, point (p, 2,3) lies on this plane

3p-4x3+1=0
1+COS sin 8 d8

s 6 =Is«)f+ {S)-2
2 cos9/2.sin de2 2 sin0/2 (given)

43. Since, a and b are antiparallel, therefore the

angle between a and bis t.

a b= a||b|cos t

1+cos 2x-2cos 2xJdr Butgf) = 2r- Sr+2

/2 COs2.2sin 0/2cos 6/2 dd=2). sin/12 S)+ S)}-2= 4x10r+4
St)Uf(x)+ 1} =4x - 10x +6

Sa)U(x) + 1} = (2x-3)(2x-2)
Sx)= 2x-3

The equation of the plane containing the ne

1+cos4X-2cos 2x dx

-ab
(3+cos 4x-4cos 2xd 44. Given, OA >i+3j-k

OB 3-j-3k2[0 +sin 0]7
and

T+2 AB =OBOA
3. log x d=|1.log x d i-tb s

og x-xd
37. The equation of given curve is

-3x-2y- 10=0
3--3k-i-3+k

4 )+ bly- y)+ c(z z)=
2 4j2k

(r-2) y= 10+ 3r
3x + 10

y-2
al+ bm + cn 0:a

4. Theequation of line s . Position vector of mid-point of AB

i-2-k
x log x-XtC

y+2-
34.Let f)= J,(2-5dt

=-5t
45. (u+y-W):{(u)XYW)I

= (u +v-w)(u xv-uxw+VX w)

=u (u x v)-u (u x w)+u-(vx w)

Required area= Letpoint (1-2,1)lies on this line.
he required distance is the length of

Planelar from the point (1,-2,1) to the

plane2r +2y-z -6=.

=x-5x-4+10 perpendi

=* Sx+6
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In

AAMC,

48 Chhattisgarh PET Solved Paper 2006
P(0,0,0aottli

CA AM+CM and v=and
3

25

2 AM?+16
25

+Y(u* v) v (u x w)+ v (Vx w)

w (ux v)+ w:(u x w)- w (vx w)

u (VX w)- v (u x w)- w (ux v)

u (VX w)+ W:(ux v)- W (uX V)

u (vX W)

10

4-2 and y=

AM=4-6 84
25 25 :.Coordinates ofpoint are |

A-9,4, 5) B (10,0,-1) AM=V21 53. Required equation ofline is y-20Coordinates of points Q are

(2x 10-9 0x+4 -1lx+5
A+1 +1 +

10%-9 4 +S

46. Let a =i-3j+2k and b=-i+2
a 12

AB 2AM

1-3 2

-12 i
50. The equations or given circles are

S ++ 28*+26y+G=0
and S, + y +28,X+ 2y+ c=0=i(4)-j(2)+k (2-3)

41-2-k
Direction ratios of P are

0(0,0)10h94+T'2+i'+T) These circles cut each other orthogonally,if
54. Given lines are

Area of parallelogram 288+2/l =G +a
.0and direction ratios of AB are (19,-4, 6.

PQ L AB

3x+ y14
51. The equations of given circles are

x++2gx+ 2f=0
andax++2g'x +2/y=0

lax bWI6+4+1 2x+5y 18and ..1)

On solving Egs. (i) and (i), we get

x 4and y=2

Equationof circle which passes through (4,2)
andwhose centre is (1,-2) is

(x-1+(+2 =(4-1+(2+2
*-2r+1++4)y+4 =25

+2+4y-20 0

21sq unit --
190 - 171- 16+ 6). - 30 0

196) = 217

whose centre are (8,-J) and (-g-J)
respectively.

These circles touch each other externally, if

47. In AABD,

AB+ BD=AD

2731
196 28 s++Ve"+

. Coordinates of foot of the, perpendicular are

(58 112 109
39 59 59

V(8'-s¥+("-SN
On squaring both sides, we get 55. Given relations are

+m+n-0 ..0s++g + +2/g+ ..1)2lm + 2nl- mn = 0
49. The equation of circle is

x+-ár- 8y+ 211 = 0

and
From Eqs. () and (ii), we get

BD= AD- AB
8 +g-2gg+ +f2f

+s)"+8") = -2gg + )

g'+fg =22g'I
e-Ss' =0
gf f8

= (i + 2j+3k)- (2i +4Jj-Sk) I1-2
-i-2+8ik O< and

Unit vector in the direction of BD=BD
|BD| DR's of lines are (1, 2, 1) and (1, 1,-2) Let

be the angle between the lines.i

. cos6=XIF)x1+1x(-2)
1+4+11+1+4

whose centre is (3, 4)-i-2+8k
1+4+64 andradius =/9+16-21 = V4 = 2

The equation of AB is 3r+ 4y-21=
:.CM = Length of perpendicular drawn

C(3,4)to AB.

)be the coordinates of the point.

ince, the length of tangents areequa

=1,+j+& +15=0
and + + 10y+24 0te

1-2-2LL-i-2+8k)
69

Îrom

48. Let the perpendicular drawn from the origin to

the line formed by joining the points A (-9,4, 5)

and B(10, 0,-1) divide in theratio A:1
9+16-2
9+16

& + 16 0

10 +25 =0and
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6.

We know that,
66. Given, tan8 = cotaHere, a=1, = 4

C-C+C+ (-1)"C, =0
C+ 2Ctu +

(-1Ý»

C+(a+2d)C,
d (-C+C,-..)
fromEgs.0) and(i)}

56. The equation of pair of straight line is

6-y+ 4c =0
.)

..0) i Eccentricity =
tan8 = tanand-

and equation of one linc is

3x+ 4y=0
Now, aCg - (a +

a (C-C+
a 0+d 0

-

60. The cquation of circlc is

r+y= a2

67. Leth be the height of tower and x be the breadthof the river.
= 0

63. Let y= Sx)= 2"t-n

Taking log on both sides, we get

log, y=x (x- 1)

On putting this value of yin Eq (),

16

24+ 3+9c=0 -x- log, y = 0 5

C--3 1l+4 log,X In AABC,
whose centre is (0, 0) and radius = a. 2

57. The equation of pair of straight line is

4x-24x+113* =0

a4, h= -12,3 =11

1-+4lOg:Y is not in the domain.
tan 45 2The cquation of chord AB is

= mx +c But

h=Here

Let0 be the required angie. Then
CD =length of perpendicular from (0,0) to the

line y= mx +c .)=tyl+4 log,X

2 Breadth of the river is equal to the height of the

-ab C tower.
tan 8 =1 64. sin 163 cos 347 + sin 73 sin 167

1+1 68. Numberof sides= m
sin (180- 17 )cos (360° 13°)

+sin (90°-17 )sin (180 13")
.Number of diagonais "C m

Now, in AACD,

AC = AD +CD sin 17 cos 13° +sin 13° cos 17
2!(m-2)!

sin (17P+ 13°) = sin 30a = b+ (: AB =2AD = 26)

(1+ m)

58. The equation of the ellipse is (a-b) (1+ m)= c
2 sin 64r+9-16x-54y+61=0 61. Given equation of line and parabola are

...0
65. Given, p=

1+ cos + sin 6
= 4 (-4x+4)+9-6y+9) + 61

16 81

X- y=l
.) 69. The given series is

Cose
1+ sin 0

and = 4x andq

4 ,9-3i.1 From Eqs. (i)and (ii), g

2E +1 (+1) (2n1
36 y 4(1+ y) 2 sin 6 cosp+q

-4y-4 = 0 I+ cos 8 + sin 6 1+ sin &

,_4t16+16
y

2Sin0 (1+ sin 0) + cos 8 (l+cosb +Sn t)
(+sin 0) (1+ cos 6+sin 0)The centre of ellipse is (2, 3). 2 (2 1)

2

59. The given equstion of the ellipse is
Sln 0+ 2 sin 0 + cos 0 +cos8+sin d cus

(t sin 0)(1+ cos0 +sin 8)
+ sin0)(+ cos 0 + sitn)
(t sin 0)(1+ eos 0 + sin )

4x +-&+2y+1= ds 2t22
Fromq.(0

es5]+ 2t 2V2

4(r-2r+1)+ +2y+ l=4

4 (r-1 +(y+ 1f =4
3t 2/2

Coordinates of required points arc-, -1 (3 2/2,2t 2/2)
Ptq=l
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4c= yc-4b

b- -4 (b-c)
6i-3i 1

82. Since, a line makes angles o, B, Y withAaxis,
Y-axis and Z-axis respectively.
cos a+cos"B +cosy =1

73. 4

70. UV + XY = [2 3 4] 2+[0 2. 20

601)= 6i(-3+3) + 3i (4i + 20)+ 1 (12-60
8. Since, the roots of the equation 4 +6px + 1= 0 I+ cos 201+cos23cos 2y +1=[6-6+4] +[0 +4+12]

=I4]+[16]=[20]
=-12+60i + 12- 60i = 0

2 2
3+ cos 20 + cos 23 + cos 2Y2

are equal.

(6p-4.4 =0
But 4 3- x+i cos 2o +cos 28 + cos 2Y2

71. Given 203 p36
x+ iy0019 yof gnise

x= 0, y= 0

83. Let the síde of a cube = a

Coordinatesofthe vertex opposite to origin arep

19. Given, 0is a cube root of unity.

(1+ o) = (-o)

(a,a, a
:. DR's of diagonals are (4, a, a)or (,1,1)

84. The equation of plane passingthrough (5,7,-3)
74. Let x = log2 3, y= l0g, 6=1+ log, 3

dug

and = log,12= 2+ log,3
S

x, y, zare in AP.
a-5)+ b(y-7)+c(z+3)=0Also,

1 1 are in HP.
=-0 .0

3 are in HP.
y

Since, given lines lie on this plane,
4a +4b-5c = 0

Ta+b+ 3c=0
From Eqs. (i) and (i) we get

Now, (1+o) =A +Bo
i)

-1 1+o 2
i.e., log,2, log,2, log12 2 are in HP

75. Given, AM = 2+ HM
i -w = A + Bo 54oid

A + Bo+ o =0
} noiz

and 11)

2
t2a,a 2a 2 & . From above it is clear that

Hence, option (c) is corect.
-2417 -47A = land B=1 (:1+ 0+ =0)

-a2
72. ab-62 be

ac bc
-
-C

ab ac
Hence, equation of plane 1s

80. 2+S2+5i4+3- 3i 4 3i 4+3i

4a B3d 2+
3 17(x-5)-47(y-7)-24 (z + 3)=0,

17x-47y-24 +172=0

85. Given, ai-2j+3k and 3i +6j-5k are

perpendicular to each other.

a 4a- =2
2 8 15+ 6i + 201

9= abc a 2 (a-2+3k)- (3i+6j-Sk)=0
6 -7+ 26ia

a= 12 25 3a-12-15=0
0 0 2

abe|a-bc
o 2 2

(RR,+ Ra, R, >R, -R,)

abc (2c) (2ba)

a = 9Conjugateofof4* 376. Required geometric mean

(1-2.4. 8 16... 2")" =(2*2*3+ *"y"

nn+1) 1
=2 2

86. Given, positive vectors of A,B and C are i, j and

k respectively.

Let position vectors of X is xi + yj+ zk.
gate of

-7-26i
Now, AB= CX

25 ergtrit ci

o.(-0+ ) +(1+ 0-0 e 20
4a'b'e Jation

j-i=i+ yj+ zk-k
17. Let a. and B be the roots of the c

-bx + c= 0 and y and 8 be the rool

equation x - cx + b =0

f the

aab
-bbc= kab'c-e

On comparing the coefficient ofi, jand k, we get

x=-1,y=land z-10
x-1, y=land z =1

ac
0- o) + (-0 - w 27
-2o-2'd mi

But ab

ac bc

-B b- 4c
*2 ( + @) w gaitis0
2= 32

4abc= ka?b Position vector ofX=-i+j+k
and -8= Jc- 4b

k=4,

t.
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54 Chhattisgarh PET Solved Paper 2006 Chhattisgarh PET Solved aper 2006 55on putting the value of m in Eq. (1), we get

y+l--187. Let l=e sin (e) dr 93. Given, x)=
,0,

arg (z,)=arg (z,)
99. Letm and 2m be gradient of lines represented by

+hxy+ 2y =0

Put e=te'd=dt RHD lim h)S) yy x-1)-1hI= sin.t dt = -cos t
2(1+ h)-=-cos e+C 96. Given ditferential equation is Here, a=1,b 2h

and LHD= lim )=S)
-h

cos x+ y sin x = 1

dx
-2h-2hm+2m 2

y
+y tan X= sec x

dx
3m=-h

m (I- h)- mm

lim
-h

h 3=.+FC Here, = tan xand = sec x

= 2m m-2m==:aindIF= e =nrd
89. Given, r=y fx)is differentiable at x = 1

eog secx

Taking log on both sides, we get

y log, *=x log, y

On differentiating w.r.t. x, We get

LHD RHD secx

2(1+h)- m
2m lim 97. The given differential equation is h=

10

y.i+ log, 0g8. +x=0Which is not possible for any value of m. Hence, hoption (d) is correct.
3

log, log, y -dx
100. Given equation of lines aree

94. Let y=x- 5x + 5x 10 a y=(2-3)x+5dx ..
dyyx log. y-y)

r(y log, x-x)
=S20x +15x
dx

(i)- y=(2+ 3)x-7and

Here, m,=2-3 and m, =2+ 3
=20x - 60x + 30x

dx
90. Given, y=e*og,) and Let8 be the angle between the lines.From above it is clear that order and degree of

differential equation are 2 and 3 respectively

98.z + zzl=lz,1+|zl
2+ z, =(1z,l+ lz,1)

+Iz2f +2Re(1=,|l=,|)

e * log, m
|1+m,mtan6=e ex For maxima or minima, put

Sx-20x3 +15x =0
Sx (x-4x + 3)= 0

2-3-2-
1+4-3)

On differentiating w.r.t x, we ger

x= 0, 3,1
= f+l2f +2 |l:l

limax (x-a)
91. limn-

Relz,lll=lz,||2l
cos (,-0,)=l=cos 0

Atx=1 =20-60+30
= tan 60

=- lim =-.

=-10< 0 60
(2x-3)(3x-4) TWhere, =arg(z, )and0, =arg (=

92. lim yis maximum at x=l
(4x5) (5x-6) througn

(-- 95. The equation of straight line passig

(1,-1)is
lim y+l=m(x-1)

On differentiating w.r.t. x, we g

-= m
dx
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